Chapter 3
Potential to Achieve Water Supply Reliability Objective Under Climate Change

Introduction

This chapter presents an assessment of the potential to achieve the water supply reliability objective under climate change. CP5 was selected for climate change this assessment as it maximizes water supply reliability. It is important to recognize that the complexity of the global climate system and its local scale expression precludes an accurate prediction what actual future climate changes will be. Therefore, the approach is to characterize the most significant uncertainties both climatically and socioeconomically. This objective was accomplished by combining these uncertainties into a variety of scenarios. Several different methodologies and modeling tools developed by Reclamation for the CVP IRP were employed.

In this section, the following topics are discussed:

1. Description of the CVP IRP modeling tools and methods
2. Assessment of Potential Climate Impacts on CVP and SWP operations and infrastructure under Baseline conditions
3. Assessment of Potential Climate Change Impacts on CVP and SWP operations and infrastructure with CP5

Description of the CVP IRP Modeling Tools and Methods

A description of the CVP IRP modeling tools and methods is presented here and a more detailed description is presented in Reclamation’s CVP IRP Technical Modeling Report (2013). The CVP IRP employed a scenario-based analytical approach to evaluate the effects of a range of potential future uncertainties on a variety of water management actions including a simplified representation of CP5. The CVP IRP analytical framework was developed to evaluate the combined effects of climate change and socioeconomics on water supplies and urban and agricultural demands in the Sacramento, San Joaquin, and Tulare Lake basins. This basin-scale information was used to assess impacts within CVP Divisions and to evaluate impacts to the coordinated operations of the CVP-SWP system under current regulatory requirements. Critical uncertainties and scenario development included:

- Agricultural water demand and productivity
In the analytical framework, the effects of climatic uncertainties on supply and demand are consistently evaluated. Climate impacts on supply are simulated through the use of hydrologic models. To provide consistent evaluation of agricultural and outdoor urban water requirements, the Land Atmosphere Water Simulator (LAWS) model was used to assess how climate change affects the water requirements and yields of major crops. This information was used as inputs to the Water Evaluation and Planning (WEAP) and Central Valley Project Integrated Resources Plan version of the California Lite Simulation (CVP IRP CalLite) models. The calibrated WEAP model of the Central Valley watershed (WEAP-CV) was used to generate surface water and groundwater flows and local area demands, which are used as inputs for the CVP IRP CalLite model. The CVP IRP CalLite model was then used to simulate CVP and SWP facilities, operations, and allocation decisions. The results of the hydrology and systems analysis were then used to provide inputs for additional performance-assessment tools that evaluate how potential water management actions affect economics, water quality and temperature, hydropower generation and use, and GHG emissions.

To account for a range of uncertainty in future conditions, a suite of scenarios was developed to reflect the following conditions:

- Three future socioeconomic conditions
- Six future climate conditions, including one reflecting historical conditions without climate changes and five reflecting climate change conditions

These three socioeconomic futures and six climate futures were combined to form the suite of eighteen future scenarios. Each scenario was analyzed for the period from 2011 through 2099 using a transient approach in which the climate and socioeconomic factors gradually change as the simulation moves through time. The following sections describe how the socioeconomic and climate futures are developed.
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Socioeconomic Futures
The analysis uses the three socioeconomic future scenarios developed by California Department of Water Resources DWR in the California Water Plan (CWP) Update 2009 (DWR, 2009b):

- Current Trends, which assumes that recent trends will to continue into the future

- Slow Growth, which assumes that future development is less resource intensive than under recent conditions

- Expansive Growth, which assumes that future development is more resource intensive than under recent conditions

For each scenario, the CWP (DWR, 2009b) quantified population projected in 10-year increments from 2010 through 2050. The CWP used these population estimates to develop WEAP inputs relating to urban and agricultural land use. For the 2010 through 2050 period, CWP data was used directly. Through consultation with DWR CWP staff, the CWP population estimates and the WEAP urban and agricultural inputs were further extended in 10-year increments through 2100 for this analysis. Details of the methodology are presented in Reclamation (2013).

Figure 3-1 shows the population of each Central Valley Hydrologic Region (Sacramento, San Joaquin, and Tulare Lake) for the Slow Growth (SG), Current Trends (CT) and Expansive Growth (EG) scenarios in 2005 (base), 2050, and 2100.

Figure 3-1. Central Valley Population Projections for 2050 and 2100 Under Each Scenario
Irrigated Land Area Projections

After the population projections were developed, the socioeconomic scenarios were used to project irrigated land areas in each county. For each scenario in the CWP, DWR developed assumptions about the relationships between population growth and urban and agricultural land use. This approach has been used to extend projected irrigated land areas beyond 2050 for use in the SLWRI analysis. Figure 3-2 shows the total irrigated land area in each Central Valley Hydrologic Region for each scenario in 2005 (base), 2050, and 2100.

![Figure 3-2. Central Valley Irrigated Land Area Projections Under Each Scenario](image)

WEAP Urban Input Projection

The projected population projections are also used to develop residential, commercial and industrial inputs of each of the DWR Planning Area used in the WEAP.CV of the Central Valley. Figure 3-3 through Figure 3-6 show the projected numbers of single-family homes, multi-family homes, commercial employment, and industrial employment in each Central Valley Hydrologic Region for each scenario in 2005 (base), 2050 and 2100.
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Figure 3-3. Central Valley Single-Family Home Projections Under Each Scenario

Figure 3-4. Central Valley Multi-Family Home Projections Under Each Scenario
The SLWRI analysis uses six climate future projections: one reflecting the historical hydrology without climate change, and five statistically representative climate change projections that employ an approach similar to the methods used for the Bay Delta Conservation Plan (BDCP). Each climate change future is characterized by changes in hydrology and sea level rise. The following sections describe how ensemble-informed climate hydrology and sea level rise inputs were developed for each climate future.
**Ensemble-informed Climate Scenarios**

Five climate sequences were developed using statistical techniques that consider the full range of the 112 (see Figure 3-7) bias-corrected, spatially downscaled climate change projections (Maurer et al., 2007) developed by Reclamation and others. These projections were used to develop statistically relevant climate scenarios employed in SLWRI analysis. The five representative climate sequences were developed using a multi-model hybrid delta ensemble approach in which the ensemble of future climate change projections is broken into regions representing future climate uncertainties ranging from (Q1) drier, less warming, (Q2) drier, more warming, (Q3) wetter, more warming, and (Q4) wetter, less warming scenarios than the captured by the ensemble median (Q5). These quadrants are labeled Q1 through Q4 in Figure 3-7. A fifth region (Q5) samples from inner-quartiles (25th to 75th percentile) of the ensemble and represents the central tendency of 112 projected climate changes. In each of the five regions, the subset of climate change projections, consisting of those contained within the region’s boundary is identified. For the Q1 through Q4 regions, this subset consists of the 10 nearest neighbors to the 10-90 percentile points (see Figure 3-7).

![Figure 3-7. Downscaled Climate Projections and Sub-Ensembles Used for Deriving Climate Scenarios (Q1-Q5) at a Location in the American River Basin at 2025](image)

Note:
The Q5 scenario is bounded by the 25th and 75th percentile joint temperature-precipitation change. Scenarios Q1-Q4 are selected to reflect the results of the 10 projections nearest each of 10th and 90th joint temperature-precipitation change bounds.

To develop the transient climate change scenarios for each of the five regions, a historical cumulative distribution function (CDF) was developed using a 30-year period centered around 1985 (1971 through 2000). In addition, three future
CDFs were developed using 30-year periods centered around 2025 (2011 through 2040), 2055 (2041 through 2070) and 2084 (2070 through 2099). The method uses the quantile map developed for each of these periods to redevelop a monthly time series of temperature and precipitation reflecting the observed natural variability sequence (1915 through 2003) and the projected climate change. The method applies the change for any particular year by interpolating from the two CDFs that bracket the simulation year. This process adjusts the historic observed climate records by the climate shifts projected to occur in the future.

This method was used to develop transient climate projections for each of the location shown on Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-8. Map Showing the Climate Projection Locations Used in the WEAP Hydrologic Modeling and LAWS Modeling
Figure 3-9 shows temperature and precipitation for the transient climate scenarios Q1 through Q5 for a representative grid cell in the American River basin. The plot also contains observed historical temperature and precipitation for comparison.

Source: Hamlet and Lettenmaier, 2005

Note:
Average annual temperature is shown in the top plot and annual precipitation in the bottom plot. Colored lines represent transient climate scenarios Q1 through Q5. Black color line represents annual average temperature and precipitation computed from historical observed data.

Figure 3-9. Transient Ensemble-Informed Climate Scenarios for a Representative Grid Cell in the American River Basin

Figure 3-10 shows the projected changes in precipitation under transient climate scenarios. Trends in precipitation projections are less steady because of naturally occurring decadal and multi-decadal precipitation variations. By construction, the transient climate scenarios method preserves the inter-annual
variability as observed in the historical time series. However, the variability expands as directed by the climate projections.

Figure 3-10. Precipitation Projections Under Transient Ensemble-Informed Climate Scenarios from 2011 Through 2099

An analysis of the effects of potential future climate changes on agricultural water demands and productivity requires more than just projections of future temperature and precipitation conditions. Crop growth, yield and evapotranspiration (ET) are also sensitive to other meteorological conditions including solar radiation, atmospheric humidity, wind speed and carbon dioxide. However, the climate projections described above did not include projections for these meteorological conditions. Consequently, several estimation methods using the Q1 through Q5 temperature and precipitation projections were employed to obtain values for these meteorological conditions corresponding to the future climate projections.

To represent the spatial variability in these meteorological conditions in the Central Valley, four locations were selected to provide representative conditions in the Central Valley. These locations are shown in bright red on Figure 3-8 above. They include existing California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS) stations located at Gerber, Davis, Firebaugh, and Shafter. These stations were chosen because at these locations long term observations of daily maximum and minimum temperature (Tmax, Tmin), solar radistion (Rs), dew point temperature (Tdew), relative humidity (RH), and wind speed were
available. All historical data from the stations were carefully checked for erroneous values before preparing the subsequent projections.

Solar radiation is one of the primary factors effecting crop ET. It can be estimated from the Tmax and Tmin using the clear radiation (Ro) which only depends on latitude and the day of the year and a site-specific parameter (B). The CIMIS station historical records where used to calibrate B and the climate projections of Tmax and Tmin were then used to compute Rs based on the method of Thornton and Running (Thornton and Running, 1999) for each of the climate projections (Q1 through Q5).

The average Tmax, Tmin and Rs results for each of the climate projections during the early (2020), mid (2050) and late (2080) 21st century are presented in Figure 3-11 through Figure 3-13.

![Average Maximum Temperature by Scenario](image)

**Figure 3-11. Projected Average Daily Maximum Temperatures in Degrees Celsius for Each Climate Scenario**
Atmospheric humidity is a major driver of crop ET. As the air becomes drier, ET generally increases. Tdew is an indicator of the moisture content of the air. As the atmospheric humidity increases, Tdew also increases. The daily minimum temperature is a good indicator of Tdew because cloudiness and high humidity reduce the amount of heat loss from the surface to the upper atmosphere which is reflected in higher Tmin values. To estimate projected changes in atmospheric humidity, an analysis of the CIMIS station records was made to determine the monthly average difference between the observed Tmin and Tdew values. This difference is referred to as the dew point depression (Ko). To estimate projected changes in Tdew, these monthly average observed
Ko values were subtracted for the projected Tmin values. The results are presented in Figure 3-14.

Figure 3-14. Projected Average Daily Dew Point Temperatures in Degrees Celsius for Each Climate Scenario During the Early (2020), mid (2050) and late (2080) 21st Century

The effects of atmospheric humidity are reflected in ET as the difference between the saturated vapor pressure in the moist plant leaves and the typically drier surrounding atmosphere. This difference is referred to as the vapor pressure deficit (VPD). As the VPD increases, crop ET generally increases. Because the saturation vapor pressure is a function of temperature, projections of VPD can be computed from the projections of daily Tmax, Tmin and Tdew using the results described above. Figure 3-15 shows the projected VPD results associated with each climate scenario.

Figure 3-15. Projected Average Daily Vapor Pressure Deficits in Kilo Pascals for Each Climate Scenario During the Early (2020), mid (2050) and late (2080) 21st Century
Carbon dioxide (CO₂) has been observed to exert a strong effect on crop ET. As CO₂ concentrations increase, many crops have been demonstrated to have reduced ET. Consequently, an analysis of the Q1 through Q5 climate projections was made to determine the frequency of the different emission scenarios present in each of these ensembles. Because the CO₂ concentrations associated with each ensemble member are known, a weighted average CO₂ concentration could be computed for five projections on a decadal basis throughout the 21st century. These results are presented in Figure 3-16.

Figure 3-16. Projected Average Daily Average Carbon Dioxide Concentrations (parts per Million of CO₂ by Volume of air) for each Climate Scenario During the Early (2020), mid (2050) and late (2080) 21st Century

**Sea Level Changes**

The CALFED Science Program, State, National Academy of Science and others have made assessments of the range of potential future sea level rise throughout 2100. These studies indicate that as sea level rise progresses during the 21st century, the hydrodynamics of the Delta will change causing the salinity of water in the Delta to increase. This increasing salinity will most likely have significant impacts on water management throughout the Central Valley and other regions of the State.

Figure 3-17 below shows various projected ranges of potential sea level change in the San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta (Bay-Delta) through the year 2100. Some State and Federal planning processes in the Central Valley have considered sea level rise through mid-century. In these studies, sea level rises from 60 to 90 centimeters (cm) (2 to 3 feet) have been simulated using existing hydrodynamic models. Under current conditions, sea level rise much greater than these levels would most likely inundate many of the Delta islands and would likely cause large-scale levee failures that cannot be simulated.
without making broad policy assumptions related to levee hardening and land use throughout the Bay-Delta.

As part of the SLWRI transient climate change analysis approach, sea level rise has been assumed to gradually increase in the CVP IRP CalLite simulations from 2011 to 2099. Figure 3-18 shows the projected sea level rise used for each SLWRI climate scenarios. The highest amounts of sea level rise occur in the two warmest climate scenarios (Q2 and Q3, which have almost the same rates of rise), with the remaining differentiation corresponding to the amount of warming projected in each climate scenario. In the CalLite simulations, an artificial neural network model (ANN) reflecting a no sea level rise condition was used to determine salinity requirements and conditions in the Delta. This ANN was adjusted to reflect changes in Delta conditions due to sea level rise. For the SLWRI, sea level is projected to gradually rise up to a maximum of between 105 and 120 cm across the 5 climate scenarios. To adjust the inputs and outputs of the no sea level rise ANN, relationships between flow and salinity were developed and incorporated into the CVP IRP CalLite model to simulate the effects of the projected sea level rise on the Bay-Delta system. These relationships were developed using results derived from the UNTRIM model simulations (MacWilliams et al., 2008) and through calibration with CalSim-II simulations that incorporate sea level rise.
Agricultural Water Demand and Productivity

In the previous sections, the approaches used to develop the projections climate change on water supply and demand were described. The projections were developed to provide a consistent assessment of how climate change affects both water supply and agricultural demands. The LAWS model (Tansey et al., 2011) was used to compute crop water requirements, growth, and yield based on climate scenarios Q1 through Q5. To accomplish this objective, the LAWS model was modified to include the biophysical processes that are needed to simulate the major effects of climate on crop ET, growth and yield. Crop growth and yield modeling are considered important because climate effects on crop yields have important implications for agricultural productivity and economics.

Before employing the projected climate changes in the LAWS model, it was calibrated using the historically observed climate data from the Gerber, Davis, Firebaugh and Shafter CIMIS stations for 20 major crops grown in the Central Valley. The “California Crop and Soil Evapotranspiration” (Irrigation Training and Research Center, 2003) study was used to provide historic period data on crop ET at the four CIMIS calibration locations. Historic crop yield data was
obtained from the State Wide Agricultural Production (SWAP) model (Howitt et al., 2012). Initial estimates of crop parameters were obtained from the literature sources and adjusted to match the reported ET and yield data.

The calibrated LAWS model was used to simulate the effects of climate changes associated with the previously described Q1 through Q5 climate projections. These LAWS simulations produced the corresponding projected ET and yield data sets for the major crops grown in the Central Valley. These datasets were used in the subsequent the WEAP and SWAP modeling. Using these projected crop ET datasets in the WEAP hydrology simulations provided consistent climate based projections of both water supply and demands. By including the effects of projected climate changes on both water supply and demands, an improved representation of climate effects on the CVP/SWP system operations and performance was achieved.

These improvements in supply and demand consistency also benefit the agricultural economic evaluations performed for the SLWRI using the SWAP model. The SWAP model has been calibrated based on 15 years of observed farmers’ decisions about cropping patterns, and it uses water supply and demands over time along with consideration of the costs and revenues associated with these production systems to determine optimal land and water resource allocation to maximize economic benefits. Using both the LAWS ET and major crop yield datasets in the SWAP model also provides an improved consistency between the projected economic changes for each of the Q1 through Q5 climate projections.

Hydrology and Systems Analysis

Geographic Representation of the CVP Service Area

Although CVP IRP technical analysis were designed to report modeling results for each CVP Division, the tools actually simulate the entire CVP, SWP and non-project water management system. The supply and demand information is derived primarily from WEAP model results, which are set at the CWP’s Planning Area scale. Therefore, the hydrology and systems analysis models are designed to translate the Planning Area–scale data to produce data for each CVP Division.

CVP IRP Divisions

The CVP includes the following nine Divisions:

- Trinity River Division
- Shasta Division
- Sacramento River Division
1. American River Division
2. Delta Division
3. West San Joaquin Division
4. Friant Division
5. East Side Division
6. San Felipe Division

The geographic extent of each Division is defined by the boundaries of the CVP districts that divert water from the facilities and rivers within that Division (Figure 3-19). Similarly, the demand for each Division is equal to the sum of the demands of all of the CVP districts within the Division.
Figure 3-19. Map of the CVP Divisions
California Water Plan Geographic Regions

The CWP develops and uses data at the spatial scales of Hydrologic Regions and Planning Areas. California is divided into 10 Hydrologic Regions, each of which is divided into a number of Planning Areas. The CWP has used the WEAP model to develop estimates of hydrology and demand at the Planning Area-scale in the Sacramento River, San Joaquin River, and Delta Hydrologic Regions. In some cases, the Planning Areas have been subdivided into even smaller geographic units for the purpose of improved model simulations.

The Planning Area regions modeled for these Hydrologic Regions are shown in Figure 3-20. These Hydrologic Regions provide coverage for the entire CVP Service Area with the exception of the San Felipe Division. Therefore, hydrology and demand data for the San Felipe Division has been developed outside of the WEAP model as described under the following discussion.

Simulation of the CVP-SWP Integrated Water System

This section describes how simulations are performed using the CVP IRP models for the baseline socioeconomic and climate conditions and to simulate each potential water management action or suite of actions. Each scenario is analyzed for the period from 2011 through 2099 using a transient approach in which the climate and socioeconomic factors gradually change as the simulation progresses through time.
Figure 3-20. Planning Areas in the Sacramento River, San Joaquin River, and Tulare Lake Hydrologic Regions
**Approach**

The simulation of the SLWRI socioeconomic-climate scenarios described above was performed using the CVP IRP CalLite and WEAP-CV models in an integrated manner. The WEAP-CV model was used to develop climate-based watershed runoff for the main watersheds of the Central Valley and climate-based demand estimates for the Delta, Sacramento, San Joaquin, and Tulare Lake Hydrologic Regions. The model includes rainfall-runoff modules of the source watersheds and water demand modules for each Planning Area in the Central Valley water system. Figure 3-21 depicts a generic representation of a reservoir and river system simulated by the WEAP-CalLite integrated models. The figure depicts hydrology, demand, and operational components included in the simulation and indicates which model provides the data for each component of the analysis. Table 3-1 lists the components simulated by each model. The WEAP-CV model produces the hydrology and demand components, and the CVP IRP CalLite model produces outputs relating to system operations and local and system-wide management actions.
Figure 3-21. WEAP and CalLite Integration of the Supply and Demand Hydrology Components
Table 3-1. CVP IRP Simulation Components Produced by Each Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEAP</th>
<th>CalLite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper watershed inflow</td>
<td>SWP/CVP/non-project deliveries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local inflow</td>
<td>River flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>Reservoir storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and agricultural</td>
<td>Agricultural and urban return flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water demand</td>
<td>Groundwater pumping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local deliveries</td>
<td>Local supply-enhancement actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local demand-reduction actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Systemwide management actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjusted demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unmet demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delta conveyance, regulations, and exports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delta flow, salinity, and ecosystem indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groundwater-surface water interaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:
- CVP = Central Valley Project
- IRP = Integrated Resource Plan
- SWP = State Water Project
- WEAP = Water Evaluation and Planning

Because the Planning Area-scale WEAP-CV model does not cover the San Felipe Division, the WEAP components shown in Table 3-1 were developed separately for the San Felipe Division and included as inputs into the CVP IRP CalLite simulation. Local inflow and precipitation, agricultural and urban water use, demand, return flows, local deliveries, and groundwater pumping for the San Felipe Division are estimated using county scale information for San Benito and Santa Clara Counties developed by DWR’s Water Plan Update (DWR 2009b).

The CVP IRP CalLite model simulates SWP, CVP, and non-project deliveries to the San Felipe Division along with local supply-enhancement and demand-reduction actions. Therefore, local water management actions in the San Felipe Division are evaluated despite the absence of a Planning Area-scale WEAP model of the region.

The WEAP-CV model was used to simulate each of the 18 socioeconomic-climate scenarios for the period from 2011 through 2099 to evaluate the range of future uncertainties associated hydrology of the system. Each scenario was analyzed for this period using a transient approach in which the climate and socioeconomic factors gradually change as the simulation progresses through time. The climate-based supply and demand factors produced by WEAP were subsequently used as inputs to the CVP IRP CalLite model to perform simulations under different socioeconomic and climatic conditions.

The CVP IRP CalLite model was used to simulate water management in the SWP and CVP systems, with explicit representations of current Delta regulatory requirements and major CVP-SWP and non-project reservoir operations and allocation decisions. CVP IRP CalLite simulates SWP and CVP operations in...
the Sacramento Valley, San Joaquin River system, Tulare Lake Region, the
Delta, and the south-of-Delta (SOD) export areas.

For the SLWRI, the CVP IRP CalLite model has been set up to perform
simulations of the 18-scenario suite for Baseline and somewhat simplified
representation of CP5. For each scenario, the CVP IRP CalLite model
computes a supply-demand balance within each CVP Division and produces
system wide outputs relating to flow, storage, and salinity in the SWP, CVP,
and the Delta.

**WEAP-CalLite Interaction**

The following sections describe the WEAP-CalLite interaction required to
perform CVP IRP CalLite simulations using the WEAP output data and how
CalLite uses WEAP and CalLite outputs to compute a water balance for each
CVP Division.

**Agricultural and Urban Demands** The WEAP-CV model was used to
estimate agricultural and urban demands in each Planning Area. The WEAP
simulation does not distinguish between CVP, SWP, and non-project demands.
To use this data in the CVP IRP CalLite simulation and to compute demand
information for a CVP Division, the demand data produced by WEAP must be
disaggregated into different contract types and then mapped to the appropriate
CVP Divisions. As an example of how CVP contractor districts relate
geographically to Planning Areas, Figure 3-22 depicts the CVP contractors
surrounding Planning Area 503 North. The figure shows how each Planning
Area can contain multiple CVP contractors, and a CVP contractor can overlap
multiple Planning Areas.
Figure 3-22. CVP Contractor Districts in Planning Area 503 North
A mapping exercise was performed using geographical information system (GIS) to convert the WEAP Planning Area–scale data to CVP Divisions. Conversion of WEAP demand data for use in by the CVP IRP in CalLIté involves the following steps:

- Disaggregation of Planning Area data to CalLIté nodes by contract type
- Mapping of CalLIté node contract type data to CVP Divisions

The disaggregation of demand within each Planning Area is performed by using Microsoft Excel pre-processing spreadsheets that define the percent breakdown of demand types for each land use type in each Planning Area. The breakdown of demand type has been developed using data developed as part of DWR and Reclamation’s joint CalSim-III model development effort. A lookup table is used to define the percent of land use for each water demand type in each Planning Area. The following demand types are used:

- CVP: agricultural, municipal and industrial (M&I), Settlement Contractors, Exchange Contractors, and refuges
- SWP: agricultural, M&I, Feather River Service Area
- Non-project: agricultural and M&I

The pre-processing spreadsheets use this information to compute the demand for each demand type in each CalLIté node under each scenario. The demand breakdown in each CalLIté node is also used to map the CalLIté node-scale demand and delivery data to each CVP Division. This is accomplished by identifying the relevant CVP Division of each contractor in each CalLIté node and cross-referencing the contract type demand delivery data to the appropriate Division. The total delivery to each CVP Division is then computed as the total for all relevant nodes.

Surface Water and Groundwater Hydrology and Return Flows The CVP IRP CalLIté and WEAP models have been enhanced to allow hydrologic and return flow information developed in WEAP to be used as inputs to the CalLIté model. The following steps were used to enhance the models:

- The CalLIté network was overlain on a map with the Planning Areas, Hydrologic Regions, and the WEAP network.
- The overlay was examined to identify the most appropriate linkage points for integrating rim station and valley floor hydrology, return flows (non-irrigated and irrigated) and surface-groundwater interactions in CalLIté and WEAP.
- A data-transfer routine was developed to convert WEAP data to CalLIté inputs at each linkage point.
The following sections describe how inputs have been developed at each CalLite node for the rim station locations, for return flows and groundwater-surface water interaction and for the valley floor nodes.

Upper Watershed Hydrology  The WEAP model was applied to develop upper watershed runoff values under each scenario. However, a comparison of the WEAP stream flows resulting from a historical simulation with the observed stream flows revealed biases in the modeled flows. As an example, Figure 3-23 shows the difference in monthly values between the WEAP and observed stream flows into Lake Shasta. These biases result from several factors, including spatial and temporal errors in climate model forcings, complex surface water and groundwater interactions, and other complexities normally inherent to hydrologic model parameter calibration. To address these issues, bias corrections of the WEAP stream flows were performed for all of the rim inflows into the CVP IRP CalLite model to better reflect the statistics of the observed stream flows for the historical simulation period. The resulting bias-corrected historical inflows factors were used in the CVP IRP CalLite model to exactly match the annual and monthly averages of the historical observed upper watershed flows. These bias corrections for each inflow location were also used to adjust the upper watershed inflows used for each of the SLWRI projected future socioeconomic-climate scenarios.

![Figure 3-23. Comparison of Average Monthly Observed and Simulated Inflows into Lake Shasta on the Sacramento River Before Adjustment](image-url)
Valley Floor Hydrology  Valley floor hydrology inputs in CVP IRP CalLite were developed using the “Flow to GW No Irrigation” and the “Flow to River No Irrigation” outputs from WEAP. A GIS mapping process was applied to identify the percentage of the flow coming from each WEAP Planning Area that would runoff to each CalLite node and groundwater aquifer. These outputs are mapped to the corresponding CalLite groundwater aquifers and nodes and inputted directly into the CalLite model.

The irrigation return flow components are dynamically simulated in WEAP and may vary for each scenario. Therefore, the irrigation return flows are computed dynamically in the CVP IRP CalLite model using functions derived from WEAP results for each Planning Area.

Return Flows and Groundwater-Surface Water Interaction  Return flows and groundwater-surface water interaction were also determined dynamically in the CVP IRP CalLite model using equations derived from WEAP results to determine the return flow quantities and groundwater-surface water flows resulting from the CalLite deliveries groundwater storage values in each month. A GIS mapping process was applied to identify the appropriate return flow destinations (i.e., river locations and groundwater aquifers) for each CalLite node. A similar mapping exercise was used to determine the appropriate surface water locations for groundwater-surface water interactions to be implemented for each groundwater aquifer.

Computing a Water Balance for a CVP Division  The water balance for each CVP Division was computed by the CVP IRP CalLite model for the 18 socioeconomic-climate scenarios using the CalLite node-scale demand and hydrology information developed for each scenario with the results of the CalLite simulations. The supply and demand components used in the water balance can be identified by focusing on the inputs and outputs to the local demand node in Figure 3-21. Those that are used to compute supply and demand are listed in Table 3-2 below. The difference between the sum of the supplies and the sum of the demands equals the unmet demand computed by CVP IRP CalLite model. The post-processing routines in CalLite are set up to produce supply and demand information for each CVP Division for each simulation of the 18-scenario suite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply</th>
<th>Demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWP/CVP/non-project deliveries</td>
<td>Urban and agricultural demands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local inflow and precipitation</td>
<td>Local demand-reduction actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local deliveries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater pumping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local supply-enhancement actions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:  SWP = State Water Project  CVP = Central Valley Project
**Application of Additional Performance Assessment Tools**

In addition to using metrics available from CalLite, ranges of uncertainty for the Baseline and alternative CP5 were evaluated for water quality and temperature, agricultural and urban economics, hydro-power, and GHG metrics. The following tools were used to perform the analysis and generate reporting metric results:

- **Delta water quality** – CalLite produces monthly salinity results at compliance locations in the Bay-Delta system.

- **Urban economics** – The Least Cost Planning Simulation Model (LCPSIM) provides economic results for the San Felipe Division. In addition, the Other Municipal Water Economics Model (OMWEM) is used to perform economic analysis of other urban regions in the remainder of the CVP IRP Service Area.

- **Agricultural economics** – The SWAP model is used to perform economic analysis in agricultural regions in the Central Valley.

- **Water temperature** – The Sacramento River Water Quality Model (SRWQM) and San Joaquin River Water Quality Model (SJRWQM) are used to perform temperature analysis on rivers in the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys.

- **Hydro-power and GHGs** – LongTermGen (LTGen) and State Water Project Power (SWP Power) models are used to perform power generation and use analyses for the CVP and SWP systems. These models were enhanced to estimate the GHG emission changes associated with the CVP and SWP pumping and power facilities.

Each of these tools was used to simulate three selected socioeconomic-climate scenarios for the Baseline and alternative CP5 conditions. These three scenarios were selected to reflect a broad range of potential future uncertainties:

- Current Trends with median temperature change and median precipitation future climate (CT-Q5)

- Expansive Growth with higher temperature and lower precipitation than the CT-Q5 scenario (EG-Q2)

- Slow Growth with lower temperature and higher precipitation than the CT-Q5 scenario (SG-Q4)

The following sections provide a brief overview of each of the additional performance assessment tools.
Economic Models

Least Cost Planning Simulation Model  LCPSIM is an annual time-step urban water service system reliability management model (DWR 2009a). Its objective is to estimate the least-cost water supply management strategy for an area, given the mix of available supplies. The model uses a shortage loss function derived from contingent valuation studies and water agency shortage allocation strategies. It accounts for the ability of shortage management (contingency) measures, including water transfers, to reduce regional costs and losses associated with shortage events. It also considers long-term regional demand reduction and supply augmentation measures in conjunction with regional carryover storage opportunities that can reduce the frequency, magnitude, and duration of those shortage events.

A shortage event, or foregone use, is the most direct consequence of water supply unreliability. Foregone use occurs when, for example, residential users or businesses have established a lifestyle or a level of economic production based on expected availability of water that is not met in a particular year or sequence of years.

Assuming that long-term supply augmentation measures are adopted in order of their cost, with lowest cost measures adopted first, LCPSIM finds the water management strategy that minimizes the sum of the total annual cost of the adopted long-term measures and the total expected annual shortage costs and losses remaining after their adoption. The value of the availability of a supply from a proposed project of future condition, can be determined from the change it produces in this least-cost mix of supply measures and shortages.

The LCPSIM, San Francisco Bay - South model was updated for the CVP IRP for three development scenarios at the 2025, 2055, and 2084 levels of development. Model preparation primarily involved updating model parameters with available population and water portfolio information from Reclamation and DWR’s Water Plan Update (2009b). Parameters pertinent to the level of development not available from the Water Plan Update (2009b) were estimated using the existing 2025 and 2055 models. Model preparation also included any necessary adjustment to the model analysis period to accommodate CVP IRP CalLite model outputs.

Other Municipal Water Economics Model (OMWEM)  Several M&I water providers are not covered by LCPSIM. A set of individual spreadsheet models, collectively called OMWEM, is used to estimate economic benefits of changes in SWP or CVP supplies for potentially affected M&I water providers outside the San Francisco Bay – South region. The model includes CVP M&I supplies north of Delta, SWP and CVP supplies to the Central Valley and the Central Coast, SWP supplies or supply exchanges to the desert regions east of the South Coast hydrological region, and American River contractors. The model estimates the economic value of M&I supply changes in these areas as the
change in cost of shortages and alternative supplies (such as groundwater pumping or transfers).

Data available from 2010 Urban Water Management Plans were used to estimate 2025 water demand and supplies for an average condition and a dry condition, and to identify additional water supply options and their costs. Water demand estimates for 2055 and 2084, at the three development scenarios, are based on population projections developed by the CVP IRP. For each level of development and development scenario OMWEM uses project water supplies to match supply to demand. If supply is insufficient to meet demand in years categorized as below normal water supply or greater, the model calculates the cost of additional water supplies.

South Bay Water Quality Model (SBWQM) SBWQM is used by the CVP IRP to perform M&I salinity assessment for the portion of the San Francisco Bay Area region from Contra Costa County in the North to Santa Clara County in the South. The model was originally developed and used for the economic evaluation of a proposed expansion of Los Vaqueros Reservoir (Reclamation 2006). It uses estimated relationships between salinity and damages to residential appliances and fixtures to estimate the benefits from changes in salinity. Specific model outputs compare change in average salinity and change in annual salinity costs.

The model inputs include project water supply and chloride concentrations in mg/L from CalLite. Separate calculations were provided for Contra Costa Water District and agencies that use the South Bay Aqueduct. For Contra Costa Water District, water quality estimates were based on diversion volume and water quality at Old River and Rock Slough. For the other areas, water quality is based on diversion volume and salinity at Banks Pumping Plant. Changes in water quality at the City of Antioch’s diversion were used to estimate additional cost of treatment or replacement supply.

The SBWQM was updated for three development scenarios at three levels of development, 2025, 2055, and 2084. Model preparation involved updating available population and water portfolio information from Reclamation and DWR’s Water Plan Update (2009b).

Statewide Agricultural Production Model The SWAP model is a regional model of irrigated agricultural production and economics that simulates the decisions of agricultural producers (farmers) in California (Howitt et al. 2012). Its data coverage is most detailed in the Central Valley, but it also includes production regions in the Central Coast, South Coast, and desert areas. The model assumes that farmers maximize profit subject to resource, technical, and market constraints. Farmers sell and buy in competitive markets, and no one farmer can affect or control the price of any commodity. The model selects those crops, water supplies, and other inputs that maximize profit subject to
constraints on water and land, and subject to economic conditions regarding prices, yields, and costs.

SWAP incorporates project water supplies (SWP and CVP), other local water supplies, and groundwater. As conditions change within a SWAP region (e.g., the quantity of available project water supply increases or the cost of groundwater pumping increases), the model optimizes production by adjusting the crop mix, water sources and quantities used, and other inputs. It also follows land when that appears to be the most cost-effective response to resource conditions.

The SWAP model covers 27 agricultural subregions in the Central Valley that are analyzed by the CVP IRP. The SWAP model is used to compare the short or long-run response of agriculture to potential changes in SWP and CVP irrigation water delivery, other surface or groundwater conditions, or other economic values or restrictions. Results from the CVP IRP CalLite model are used as inputs into SWAP through a standardized data linkage tool.

Groundwater analysis is used to develop assumptions, estimates, and, if appropriate, restrictions on pumping rates and pumping lifts for use in SWAP. Model output includes intensive and extensive margin production response by agriculture, input use per acre and aggregate input use, respectively.

**Water Temperature Models** SRWQM and SJRWQM were developed by Reclamation to simulate temperature in the upstream CVP reservoirs and river on the upper Sacramento River system and on the San Joaquin River system. A more detailed description of SRWQM and the calibration performance is included in the calibration report (RMA, 2003). The models were developed using integrated HEC-5 and HEC-5Q models. SRWQM simulates mean daily reservoir and river temperatures at Shasta, Trinity, Lewiston, Whiskeytown, Keswick and Black Butte Reservoirs and the Trinity River, Clear Creek, the upper Sacramento River from Shasta to Knights Landing, and Stony Creek based on the flow and meteorological parameters on a 6-hour time step. SJRWQM simulates mean daily reservoir and river temperatures at on all major tributaries and reservoirs in the San Joaquin River system upstream from Vernalis based on flow and meteorological parameters on a 6-hour time step.

**Hydropower and GHG Models** The hydro-power analysis uses spreadsheet post-processors that evaluate the power impacts of flow scenarios from CalSim-II operations studies on a monthly time step. The following post-processor tools are used in the analysis:

- **LTGen**: analyzes CVP facilities
- **SWP_Power**: analyzes SWP facilities

The tools estimate average annual energy generation and use at SWP and CVP facilities. For generation facilities, the tools estimate average annual energy
generation as well as average annual peaking power capacity. For pumping facilities, the tools estimate average annual energy requirements. The tools also check to determine whether off-peak energy use targets are being met. Transmission losses are estimated for both pumping and generation facilities.

For the CVP IRP, LTGen and SWP_Power have been enhanced to estimate net GHG emissions that are related to energy use at the major project facilities so that a “relative” carbon footprint can be evaluated for each new water management scenario. The net GHG emissions are used as an additional performance metric in the CVP IRP analysis.

Climate Change Assessment Results

Performance Metrics

Performance metrics provide a common technical basis for analyzing the effects of socioeconomic-climate uncertainties. For the SLWRI, these analyses were performed the Baseline and CP5 using performance metrics related to water supply and demand, water quality (salinity and temperature), hydro-power, GHGs, socioeconomics, and ecological resources. These metrics were quantified using the outputs of the CVP IRP modeling tools for the Baseline and CP5 as described in the sections below.

Baseline Condition – Climate Change Impacts Analysis

The CVP IRP model package was used to quantify the imbalance between supply and demand in each of the CVP Divisions and to generate other performance metrics for Baseline Conditions across the range of future scenarios. The Modeling Appendix to the DEIS presents the Baseline assumptions used for the SLWRI model simulations. The Baseline assumptions reflect the requirements of the 2008 Fish and Wildlife Service and 2009 National Marine Fisheries Service Biological Opinions, along with other assumptions related to demands, water rights, facilities, regulatory standards, and operations criteria of the SWP and CVP systems. The CVP IRP CalLite model assumptions have minor differences as compared to those used in CalSim-II for the SLWRI program primarily due to the simplification inherent in the CVP IRP CalLite implementation.

Baseline system results have been developed for the following performance metric categories for each of the 18 socioeconomic-climate scenarios:

- Water Supplies
- Applied Water Demands
- CVP and SWP System Operations
- Supplies and Demands in CVP Divisions
• Results of Other Performance-Assessment Tools

These are described in the sections below.

**Water Supplies**

Figure 3-24 through 3-27 show the average annual runoff in the Sacramento River system upstream from Hood, the Eastside Streams and the Delta, San Joaquin River system upstream from Vernalis, and Tulare Lake region for each of the six projected climate scenarios for the period of water years from 2012 through 2099. As can be observed, there is very little difference in water supplies between the different socioeconomic scenarios (CT, EG and SG). However, there are substantial differences in runoff among the different climate scenarios. Under the no climate change condition, average annual runoff is about 20.5 million acre-feet (MAF)/year in the Sacramento River system, 1.3 MAF/year in the Eastside Streams and Delta, 6.7 MAF/year in the San Joaquin River system, and 3.4 MAF/year in the Tulare Lake region, for a total average annual runoff of 31.9 MAF/year. In the median climate scenario (Q5), average annual runoff in each region is only slightly less than the no climate change (No_CC) condition. However, the drier climate scenarios (Q1 and Q2) have average annual runoff that is substantially lower (ranging from 19-26 percent) than the no climate change scenario, while the wetter climate scenarios (Q3 and Q4) have average annual runoff that is substantially higher (ranging from 16-22 percent) than the no climate change scenario. Overall, average annual runoff for the entire water system ranges from a low of about 23.7 MAF/year in Q2 to a high of about 39.0 MAF/year in Q4 (a difference of about 64 percent).
Figure 3-25. Average Annual Runoff in the Eastside Streams and Delta in each Scenario

Figure 3-26. Average Annual Runoff in the San Joaquin River System in each Scenario
Figure 3-27. Average Annual Runoff in the Tulare Lake Region in each Scenario

Figure 3-28 through Figure 3-31 show the average runoff in each month in the Sacramento River system, the Eastside Streams and the Delta, San Joaquin River system, and Tulare Lake region in each CT scenario for the period of water years 2012 through 2099. Figure 3-32 through Figure 3-36 show the same information for the inflows into each of the major CVP and SWP reservoirs. Each basin has a different monthly pattern reflecting the precipitation-runoff characteristics of the basin. In each basin, the climate scenarios exhibit a similar pattern to the no climate change scenario but with a shift in runoff from the spring months to the winter months, which results from the occurrence of higher temperatures during winter in all the climate projections causing earlier snowmelt runoff. This seasonal shift is greater in basins where the elevation of the historic snowpack area is lower and therefore more effected by warming induced changes of precipitation from snow to rain.
Figure 3-28. Average Runoff in each Month in the Sacramento River System in each Climate Scenario

Figure 3-29. Average Runoff in each Month in the Eastside Streams and Delta in each Climate Scenario
Figure 3-30. Average Runoff in each Month in the San Joaquin River System in each Climate Scenario

Figure 3-31. Average Runoff in each Month in the Tulare Lake Region in each Climate Scenario
Figure 3-32. Average Runoff in each Month into Lake Shasta in each Climate Scenario

Figure 3-33. Average Runoff in each Month into Folsom Lake in each Climate Scenario
Figure 3-34. Average Runoff in each Month into Lake Oroville in each Climate Scenario

Figure 3-35. Average Runoff in each Month into New Melones Reservoir in each Climate Scenario
Figure 3-36. Average Runoff in each Month into Millerton Lake in each Climate Scenario

Figure 3-37 through Figure 3-40 show the annual time series of runoff in the Sacramento River system, the Eastside Streams and the Delta, San Joaquin River system, and Tulare Lake regions under each of Current Trends scenarios during the period from 2012 through 2099. The future time series reflect the same inter-annual variability as the historical period because of the methodology used in developing the projections, with extended drought periods with lower runoff values from 2025-2030 (corresponding to 1929-1934 dry period) and from 2083-2088 (corresponding to 1987-1992 drought), and a very substantial dry period from 2072-2073 (corresponding to 1976-1977 minimum precipitation years). However, as can be observed in the figures, the magnitude of the events is different than the historical conditions.
Figure 3-37. Annual Time Series of Runoff in the Sacramento River System in each Climate Scenario

Figure 3-38. Annual Time Series of Runoff in the Eastside Streams and Delta in each Climate Scenario
Figure 3-39. Annual Time Series of Runoff in the San Joaquin River System in each Climate Scenario

Figure 3-40. Annual Time Series of Runoff in the Tulare Lake Region in each Climate Scenario
**Applied Water Demands**

Figure 3-41 through Figure 3-48 show the average annual agricultural and urban applied water demands for the CVP, SWP and non-project water users in the Sacramento River system, the Eastside Streams and the Delta, San Joaquin River system, and Tulare Lake region for each of the socioeconomic-climate scenarios over the projected period of water years from 2012 through 2099. Under the no climate change condition, average total average annual demand is about 5.5-5.7 MAF/year in the Sacramento River system, 1.4 MAF/year in the Eastside Streams and Delta, 5.8-6.5 MAF/year in the San Joaquin River system, and 14.7-16.3 MAF/year in the Tulare Lake region.

![Average Annual Agricultural Applied Water Demand in the Sacramento River System in each Scenario](image-url)
Figure 3-42. Average Annual Urban Applied Water Demand in the Sacramento River System in each Scenario

Figure 3-43. Average Annual Agricultural Applied Water Demand in the Eastside Streams and Delta in each Scenario
Figure 3-44. Average Annual Urban Applied Water Demand in the Eastside Streams and Delta in each Scenario

Figure 3-45. Average Annual Agricultural Applied Water Demand in the San Joaquin River System in each Scenario
Figure 3-46. Average Annual Urban Applied Water Demand in the San Joaquin River System in each Scenario

Figure 3-47. Average Annual Agricultural Applied Water Demand in the Tulare Lake Region in each Scenario
Total agricultural and urban water demands (including CVP, SWP and non-project) vary across both the range of socioeconomic scenarios and across the range of climate scenarios. In all the basins, agricultural demands show a strong relationship with the climate scenarios. Although the magnitudes differ between basins because of differences in crops and acreages, the overall relationship between precipitation and agricultural demand is similar in all the basins. While the median climate scenarios (Q5), have demands that are similar to the no climate change scenario, the drier climate scenarios (Q1 and Q2) have average demands that are higher than the no climate change scenario (ranging from 7-17 percent), while the wetter climate scenarios (Q3 and Q4) have average demands that are less than the no climate change scenario (ranging from 9-13 percent). Among the socioeconomic scenarios, the Expansive Growth scenario has lower agricultural demands than the Current Trends scenario because the assumed rate of urban expansion into agricultural lands is greater. Conversely, the Slow Growth scenario has higher agricultural demands than the Current Trends scenario because of the lesser amount of agricultural to urban land conversion.

In the Sacramento River system, the overall average agricultural demand change including all the socioeconomic scenarios relative to their corresponding no climate change scenarios is about 0-1 percent for the central tendency (Q5) and ranges from −3-7 percent in the wetter Q3 and Q4 scenarios to +5-18 percent in the drier Q1 and Q2 scenarios. In the Eastside Streams and Delta...
system, the overall average agricultural demand change relative to the no climate change scenario is -3 percent in Q5 and ranges from -6 to -10 percent in the wetter Q3 and Q4 scenarios to +0 to +16 percent in the drier Q1 and Q2 scenarios. In the San Joaquin River system, the overall average agricultural demand change relative to the no climate change scenario is -0.9 percent in Q5 and ranges from -11 to -22 percent in the wetter Q3 and Q4 scenarios to +0 to +22 percent in the drier Q1 and Q2 scenarios. In the Tulare Lake Region, the overall average agricultural demand change relative to the no climate change scenario is 1-2 percent in Q5 and ranges from -12 to -18 percent in the wetter Q3 and Q4 scenarios to +10 to +20 percent in the drier Q1 and Q2 scenarios.

In contrast with agricultural demands, the effect of precipitation variability on urban demands is minimal because it is assumed these demands have a higher delivery priority than agricultural demands. Consequently, the Expansive Growth scenario has the largest urban demands and the Slow Growth scenario the least. Across all climate scenarios and basins, the overall urban demand is about 4.4-4.8 MAF/year in the Current Trends socioeconomic scenario and ranges from a low of about 2.9-3.1 MAF/year in SG to a high of about 5.2-5.7 MAF/year in EG.

In the Sacramento River system, the overall average urban demand change relative to the corresponding no climate change socioeconomic scenarios is +3-4 percent for the central tendency Q5 scenario and ranges from +0 to +2 percent in the wetter Q3 and Q4 scenarios to +3-9 percent in the drier Q1 and Q2 scenarios. In the Eastside Streams and Delta system, the overall average urban demand change is +3-4 percent relative to the no climate change scenario in Q5 and ranges from +0 to +2 percent in the wetter scenarios to +3-11 percent in the drier scenarios. In the San Joaquin River system, the average Q5 urban demand change is +4-5 percent and ranges from -1 percent to +2 percent in the wetter scenarios to +7-17 percent in the drier scenarios. In the Tulare Lake Region, the average Q5 urban demand change is 3-4 percent and ranges from 0 percent to -3 percent in the wetter scenarios to -10 percent to 7 percent in the drier scenarios.

Figure 3-49 through Figure 3-58 show the average annual agricultural and urban demand in each socioeconomic-climate scenario for the total CVP service area and within each CVP Division. Total average annual demands in the CVP service area range from about 10-14 MAF/year across the range of future scenarios. Among the Divisions, the largest demands are in the Friant Division, with total demands of about 4-6 MAF/year across the range of scenarios. The American River and San Felipe Divisions have much higher urban demands than agricultural demands and consequently show the highest total demands in the Expansive Growth scenario and the lowest total demands in the Slow Growth scenarios as the changes in demands are driven primarily by changes in population. The other Divisions have more agricultural demands than urban demands and therefore show little differences in total demands between socioeconomic scenarios, as changes in agricultural demand are offset by corresponding changes in urban demand.
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Figure 3-49. Average Annual Agricultural and Urban Demands in the CVP Service Area

Figure 3-50. Average Annual Agricultural and Urban Demands in the American River Division
Figure 3-51. Average Annual Agricultural and Urban Demands in the Delta Division

Figure 3-52. Average Annual Agricultural and Urban Demands in the Eastside Division
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Figure 3-53. Average Annual Agricultural and Urban Demands in the Friant Division

Figure 3-54. Average Annual Agricultural and Urban Demands in the Sacramento River Division
Figure 3-55. Average Annual Agricultural and Urban Demands in the San Felipe Division

Figure 3-56. Average Annual Agricultural and Urban Demands in the Shasta Division
Figure 3-57. Average Annual Agricultural and Urban Demands in the Trinity Division

Figure 3-58. Average Annual Agricultural and Urban Demands in the West San Joaquin Division
Figure 3-59 and Figure 3-60 present the annual time series of projected total agricultural and urban demands within the all CVP Service Areas for the eighteen socioeconomic-climate scenarios. As shown on Figure 3-59, there is both short term variability and longer term trends in agricultural water demands. For the agricultural demands it is assumed that there are no changes in the crop types being grown and that changes in acreage are only associated with the socioeconomic scenarios. The short term variability is highly correlated with the variability in annual precipitation. In years of low precipitation, demand is higher while in years of high precipitation agricultural demands decrease. The longer term trends include both a period of increasing demands during the early 21st century followed by declining demands in the latter half of the century. These changes occur across all the future socioeconomic-climate scenario projections. However, it is also important to note that the rapid increase in demands during the early 21st century is partly an artifact of using the historical period precipitation record to create the projected future climate. A better method would be to simulate droughts and wet periods throughout the simulation period. However, this approach was not implemented in this study.
There are several projected changed climatic conditions that contribute to the long term trends. Increased temperatures during the growing season can have multiple and opposing effects on crop growth, yield and ET. In general as temperatures rises, the rate of plant transpiration increases due an increase in the VPD which is the difference between the vapor pressure in the plant’s leaves and the surrounding atmosphere. However, many plants can adapt to increased VPD by reducing their growth and stomatal openings to mitigate this heat stress. This adaptation ability varies between different crops and even amongst crop cultivars. The magnitude of the VPD is also affected by changes in atmospheric humidity. For the climate projections used in this study, both the VPD and atmospheric humidity (dew point temperature is a good indicator) were projected to increase throughout the 21st century. Although atmospheric humidity was projected to increase, the nonlinear nature of effect of temperature on the saturation vapor pressure in the plant’s leaves was greater than the potentially offsetting increase in humidity. Increasing temperature may also effect plant growth by causing plants to grow faster. For annual plants like many agricultural crops, the faster growth results in a shorter growth period which reduces the total growing season ET. The yield of many agricultural crops is also negatively affected by overly rapid growth because of inadequate time for seed development. In contrast, increased temperature, providing it is not excessive, extends the growth period for perennial crops such as alfalfa, grasses and some trees which tends to increase total ET. Thus, these
temperature related phenological changes can have significant and opposite
effects on different types of agricultural crops. The Tmax and Tmin daily
average temperatures and VPD associated with the climate projections were
presented previously in Figure 3-11, Figure 3-12, and Figure 3-15, respectively.
As shown, there is a steadily upward trend projected for both Tmax, Tmin and
VPD during the 21st century.

Rs is also a major climatic factor affecting plant growth, yield and ET. As solar
radiation increases, ET, growth and yield also generally increase. However,
unlike temperature, Rs was projected to decrease during the 21st century. This
decrease in Rs is associated with projected increases in atmospheric humidity
and cloudiness. These changes are reflected in the rising Tdew shown on
Figure 3-14. Consequently, this projected climatic change would tend to reduce
the rate of crop growth, yield and ET during the 21st century. The projected
changes in solar radiation are shown on Figure 3-13.

CO₂ is an important GHG which effects crop growth, yield, and ET. As CO₂
concentrations increase, most agricultural crops respond by reducing the
conductance of the stomatal openings in their leaves which reduces their
transpiration rate. The magnitude of the reduction depends somewhat on
whether the plant uses the C3 or C4 photosynthetic pathway to assimilate CO₂.
In C3 crops such as wheat, stomatal conductance is reduced by an average of 22
percent when CO₂ concentrations increase from 366 to 567 parts per minute
(ppm) (current global average concentrations are ~ 385 ppm). For C4 crops
such as corn, the average reduction in stomatal conductance was about 30
percent. Based on data from the Free Air Carbon Exchange (FACE)
experiments, Ainsworth and Long (2005) reported an overall average reduction
in stomatal conductance of between 20 – 22 percent when CO₂ concentrations
were increased from 360 to 600 ppm. Furthermore, CO₂ effects on crop yield
differ between C3 and C4 crops. For C3 crops, increasing CO₂ tends to
increase crop growth. For C4 crops, growth is less affected because the C4
photosynthetic pathway is more efficient and consequently growth is not
significantly affected.

In this study, CO₂ concentrations were based on global emission scenarios
developed for the IPCC Forth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007) and are
described in the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (IPCC, 2000). The
projected concentrations vary between the scenarios and increase over time.
The warmer scenarios Q2 and Q3 have higher CO₂ concentrations than the less
warm Q1 and Q4 scenarios. The central tendency, Q5, projection is
intermediate between these extremes. The Q5 concentrations increase from
approximately 370 ppm at the beginning of the 21st century to about 650 ppm
by the late 21st century. The maximum concentrations simulated reach 700 ppm
by 2099. The projected CO₂ concentrations associated with each of the climate
projection are presented on Figure 3-16.
As shown on Figure 3-59, agricultural demands are projected to increase in the early to middle 21st century because of rising temperatures and increased VPD. During this period, the decreases in Rs intensity and increases in CO2 concentrations are not yet of sufficient magnitude to offset the temperature and VPD affects on ET and yield. However in the latter half of the 21st century as projected Rs continues to decrease and CO2 concentrations continue to increase to levels of between 600 to 700 ppm, the ET of many agricultural crops being grown in the Central Valley decline despite the rising temperatures and increasing VPDs. As indicated on Figure 3-59, the overall average CVP Service Area agricultural demands increase from about 6.5 MAF in 2012 to approximately 7.5 MAF in 2099 and range from a minimum of 5.5 to a maximum of 11.2. Over the entire 21st century, the demands range from a minimum of 4.4 to a maximum of 18.2 MAF.

In contrast to the agricultural demands, urban demands are strongly correlated with the socioeconomic scenarios and show only slight variations with changing short term variability and longer term climatic trends. Because the urban demands are mostly indoor M&I, they tend to change steadily over time with the growth in population and expansion in commercial activities. As shown on Figure 3-61, urban demand is only slightly changed under Slow Growth conditions but does increase significantly under the Current Trends and Expansive Growth scenarios. By the end of the 21st century, the overall average of all the socioeconomic scenario urban demands in the CVP service areas is 2.7 MAF and ranges from 1.2 MAF (SG) to 4.1 MAF (EG).

**CVP and SWP System Operations**

**CVP and SWP Project Storage** Figure 3-61 through Figure 3-74 are exceedence plots of storage at the end of May and at the end of September in Shasta, Folsom, Oroville, New Melones, Friant, CVP San Luis and SWP San Luis reservoirs under each socioeconomic-climate scenario. For example, the 50 percent probability of exceedence may be interpreted as the average storage volume over the entire 21st century period. The end of May storage typically represents the water supply available for meeting agricultural, urban and environmental water demands while end of September storage is an indicator of carryover storage that is reserved to meet demands in subsequent years. In some instances, reservoir storage reaches a minimum volume (dead pool) below which releases cannot be made. Typically, the CVP and SWP systems are operated to maintain sufficient carryover storage to meet demand requirements during drought periods of several years. The dead pool results presented in these figures do not reflect how the CVP and SWP systems would actually be operated under future changes in climate but rather may be viewed as indicators of the potential need for adaptation under some of the projected future climates should such conditions actually occur.

As seen on the figures, the reservoir storage results reveal only a limited amount of variability between the different socioeconomic scenarios but differ significantly between the different climate scenarios. However, reservoir
storages typically are higher under the EG scenario because over time agricultural demands which are the largest demand type decrease the most in this scenario because it assumes the most conversion of agricultural land to urban land.

The median climate scenario (Q5) has storage levels very close to the no climate change (No_CC) scenarios in Lake Oroville and a moderate amount lower than the no climate change scenario in Shasta and Folsom reservoirs. In all the reservoirs, the storage levels in both May and September are higher under the wetter climate scenarios (Q3 and Q4) than under the no climate change scenarios, with the highest storage levels in the wetter, less warming scenario (Q4). Conversely, the storage levels in both months are lower under the drier climate scenarios (Q1 and Q2) than under the no climate change scenarios, with the lowest storage levels in the drier, more warming scenario (Q2). At the end of September under climate scenario Q2, Lake Shasta is at dead storage in about 20 percent of all years and Lake Folsom is at dead storage in about 10 percent of all years. Such conditions also occur but less frequently under the Q1 and Q5 (central tendency) scenarios. As noted previously, the actual operation of these reservoirs would more than likely be adapted to maintain end of September carryover storage greater than the amounts described here.

Figure 3-61. Exceedence of Shasta Lake End-of-May Storage in each Scenario
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Figure 3-62. Exceedence of Shasta Lake End-of-September Storage in each Scenario

Figure 3-63. Exceedence of Folsom Lake End-of-May Storage in each Scenario
Figure 3-64. Exceedence of Folsom Lake End-of-September Storage in each Scenario

Figure 3-65. Exceedence of Lake Oroville End-of-May Storage in each Scenario
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Figure 3-66. Exceedence of Lake Oroville End-of-September Storage in each Scenario

Figure 3-67. Exceedence of New Melones End-of-May Storage Baseline
Figure 3-68. Exceedence of New Melones End-of-September Storage Baseline

Figure 3-69. Exceedence of Millerton End-of-May Storage Baseline
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Figure 3-70. Exceedence of Millerton End-of-September Storage Baseline

Figure 3-71. Exceedence of CVP San Luis End-of-May Storage Baseline
Figure 3-72. Exceedence of CVP San Luis End-of-September Storage Baseline

Figure 3-73. Exceedence of SWP San Luis End-of-May Storage Baseline
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CVP and SWP Delta Exports and Delta Outflow  Figure 3-75 through Figure 3-80 are annual exceedence plots of CVP and SWP exports at H. O. Banks and C. W. Jones pumping plants and Delta outflow. The box plots depict the mean, median, 25th and 75th percentile, minimum and maximum values for the annual flows at these same locations in each socioeconomic-climate scenarios. Like the reservoir storage results, the Delta export and outflow results are very similar with respect to the different socioeconomic scenarios but differ significantly between the different climate scenarios. Banks and Jones pumping and Delta outflow are all lower under climate scenarios Q5, Q1, and Q2 than under the corresponding no climate change scenarios, with the lowest flows occurring in the warmer-drier Q2 scenario. Conversely, the annual flows at all three locations are greater under climate scenarios Q3 and Q4 than under their corresponding no climate change scenarios, with the highest flows occurring in the less warm-wetter Q4 scenario. The drier climate scenarios (Q1 and Q2) show a greater difference in Delta exports relative to the no climate change scenarios than do the wetter climate scenarios (Q3 and Q4) because exports in the wetter climate scenarios are frequently limited by Delta conveyance capacities and Delta regulatory requirements. Total exports are about 1.4 to 1.5 MAF/year lower and Delta outflow is about 4.5 to 5.0 MAF/year lower under Q2 than under the no climate change scenario. Conversely, total exports are about 0.5 to 0.6 MAF/year higher and Delta outflow is about 5.5 to 6.0 MAF/year higher under Q4 than under the no climate change scenario.
Figure 3-75. Annual Exceedence of Banks Pumping in each Scenario

Figure 3-76. Box Plot of Banks Pumping in each Scenario
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Figure 3-77. Annual Exceedence of Jones Pumping in each Scenario

Figure 3-78. Box Plot of Jones Pumping in each Scenario
Figure 3-79. Annual Exceedence of Delta Outflow in each Scenario

Figure 3-80. Box Plot of Delta Outflow in each Scenario
Delta Salinity  Figure 3-81 and Figure 3-82 show exceedence and box plots of the average distance measured from the Golden Gate Bridge of the X2 (2 parts per thousand salinity concentration) position from February through June for each of the socioeconomic-climate scenarios. Greater X2 positions indicate that salinity has moved further eastward into the Delta. The period from February through June is when CVP and SWP reservoirs are operated to maintain certain regulatory requirements concerning the location of X2 within the Delta. As with the other system metrics, the X2 results are very similar between the different socioeconomic scenarios but differ significantly relative to the different climate scenarios. The X2 position results under the wetter climate scenarios (Q3 and Q4) are similar to those of their corresponding no climate change scenarios because the increased flows into the Delta in those wetter scenarios compensate for the increased sea level rise. However, the X2 position is greater under the central tendency Q5 and the drier Q1 and Q2 scenarios where sea level rise combined with reduced Delta inflows relative to the no climate change scenarios results in greater X2 positions. The largest values occur under the warmer-drier Q2 scenario. The average X2 position from February through June under Q2 is about 9-10 kilometers (km) further east than under the no climate change scenario.

![Figure 3-81. Exceedence of Average February-to-June X2 Position in each Scenario](image)
Supplies and Demands in CVP Divisions

Figure 3-83 shows the average annual total CVP Service Area water supplies from various sources during the 21st century including surface water, groundwater and local projects. Also shown on the figure is the average annual unmet demand (defined as total demands minus surface water deliveries, groundwater pumping and the effects of any local actions) for the CVP Service Area under each socioeconomic-climate scenario. The effects of differences in climate are more significant than the socioeconomic scenarios. Local project supplies are relatively small compared to other sources in all the scenarios. Overall groundwater pumping ranges from 1.5 to 2.3 MAF/year. The greatest usage occurs in the wetter Q3 and Q4 scenarios because under these conditions increased aquifer recharge maintains groundwater levels sufficiently high that pumping is not as constrained as in the drier Q1 and Q2 scenarios. In general the central tendency Q5 scenarios are similar to their corresponding no climate change projections. Surface water deliveries range from 3.7-5.1 MAF/year across the range of scenarios. The relationship between deliveries and the climate scenarios is similar to groundwater but the differences between the drier (Q1,Q2) and wetter scenarios (Q3,Q4) is more significant. The central tendency Q5 scenario deliveries are slightly reduced relative to their corresponding no climate change scenarios.
Over the 21st century, the unmet demands range from 2.7-8.2 MAF/year. The largest unmet demands occur in the warmer-drier Q2 scenarios and the least in less warm-wetter Q4 climate scenarios. Overall, the central tendency Q5 unmet demands tend to be slightly greater than their corresponding no climate change scenarios. Because the Slow Growth socioeconomic scenario assumes more agricultural land remains in production, it has the highest unmet demands relative to climate, while Expansive Growth has the least.

Figure 3-83. Average Annual Supplies and Unmet Demand in the CVP Service Area in each Scenario

Figure 3-84 through Figure 3-92 present similar information for each of the CVP Divisions. Simulated unmet demands exist in all CVP Divisions with the exception of the American River Division. The largest unmet demands occur in the Friant Division. In general, the magnitude of unmet demands primarily reflects the amount of agricultural demand in the service area. In most of the Divisions, the differences between socioeconomic-climate scenarios exhibit the same relationships as described above for the overall CVP Service Area. In the San Felipe Division there is more differentiation in total demand between the socioeconomic scenarios as compared to the other Divisions because increases in urban demands are not offset by reductions in agricultural demand. In addition, the San Felipe Division demands do not differ between different climate scenarios because they were not simulated in WEAP-CV. Because of this, in the Slow Growth scenario, the San Felipe Division does not fully use all of its potential groundwater supplies because demands are low enough that not
all potential groundwater pumping is required to fully meet demands in most years.

Figure 3-84. Average Annual Supplies and Unmet Demand in the Shasta Division in each Scenario
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Figure 3-85. Average Annual Supplies and Unmet Demand in the Sacramento River Division in each Scenario

Figure 3-86. Average Annual Supplies and Unmet Demand in the American River Division in each Scenario
Figure 3-87. Average Annual Supplies and Unmet Demand in the Eastside Division in each Scenario

Figure 3-88. Average Annual Supplies and Unmet Demand in the Delta Division in each Scenario
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Figure 3-89. Average Annual Supplies and Unmet Demand in the San Felipe Division in each Scenario

Figure 3-90. Average Annual Supplies and Unmet Demand in the West San Joaquin Division in each Scenario
Figure 3-91. Average Annual Supplies and Unmet Demand in the Friant Division in each Scenario

Figure 3-92. Average Annual Supplies and Unmet Demand in the Trinity River Division in each Scenario
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Figure 3-93 through 3-96 present annual time series of groundwater, surface water and local project supplies and unmet demand for the entire CVP Service Area. All 4 scenarios show similar year-to-year variability, with demands increasing and surface water supplies decreasing during dry periods and the opposite occurring during wetter years. The Current Trends –Median climate projection (CT-Q5) scenario shows only modest increases in demand reductions in supply relative to the Current Trends no climate change scenario. The Expansive Growth-warmer-drier (EG-Q2) scenario has much greater increases in demand and reductions in supply as compared to the Current Trends-no climate change (CT-noCC) scenario. Conversely, the Slow Growth-less warming-wetter (SG- Q4) scenario has lower demands, higher supplies, and consequently lower unmet demands than the CT-noCC scenario.

Figure 3-93. Annual Time Series of Supplies and Unmet Demand in CVP Service Area in the CT – NoCC Scenario
Figure 3-94. Annual Time Series of Supplies and Unmet Demand in CVP Service Area in the CT – Q5 Scenario

Figure 3-95. Annual Time Series of Supplies and Unmet Demand in CVP Service Area in the EG – Q2 Scenario
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Figure 3-96. Annual Time Series of Supplies and Unmet Demand in CVP Service Area in the SG – Q4 Scenario

Results of Other Performance Assessment Tools
The following sections describe the results of the other performance assessment tools for the Baseline condition. The socioeconomic-climate scenarios analyzed under Baseline conditions include the CT-Q5, to represent a midrange projection of climate effects; EG-Q2, to represent the upper range of effects and SG-Q4 to represent the lower range of climate effects. Because of the sensitivity of the economic and temperature models to climate inputs, additional scenarios were simulated for the economic and temperature models without climate change to better understand the effects of climate change on the results. The results of these simulations are described below. More detailed descriptions of the models are provided in Section entitled Application of Additional Performance Assessment Tools.

Economics The results from four economically based water management models are presented in this section. These models provide the following capabilities:

- LCPSIM provides economic results for the South San Francisco Bay-South Region
- OMWEM provides economic results for urban regions in Central Valley
SBWQM estimates salinity costs for deliveries to the South San Francisco Bay Region.

SWAP provides economic results for agricultural regions in the Central Valley.

Because these economic models are designed to analyze differences between two different scenarios rather than the absolute values of a single scenario, the results are summarized in terms of differences in average annual net benefit between the different socioeconomic-climate scenarios described above. In addition, the results from these economic models are presented at three future levels of development (LOD). Three LODs were selected to represent early (2025), mid (2050) and late (2085) 21st century socioeconomic and climate conditions. This approach allows for a clearer understanding of how the changes in socioeconomic and climate factors affect the net economic benefits in the CVP Service area over different timeframes during the 21st century.

The following discussion presents the results in two steps because the model inputs differ significantly both between different socioeconomic scenarios and different climate scenarios,

1. Comparisons of the three socioeconomic scenarios without climate change, to understand the effect of socioeconomic changes

2. Comparisons of CT-Q5, EG-Q2, and SG-Q4 scenarios with their corresponding no climate change scenario to understand the effects of climate changes

To evaluate the effects of changes in socioeconomic conditions, simulations of all three growth scenarios without climate change were compared. Figure 3-97 through Figure 3-99 show the changes in net water supply system costs in LCPSIM and OMWEM and in net revenue in SWAP for the Expansive Growth and Slow Growth scenarios relative to the Current Trends at the 3 LODs. (The SBWQM is not capable of producing comparisons between simulations at different socioeconomic conditions and is therefore not included in this comparison.) All three models indicate that there are significantly less net water supply system costs and significantly more net revenue in the Slow Growth scenario than in the Current Trends scenario, and significantly more net water supply system costs and significantly less net revenue in Expansive Growth than in the Current Trends scenario. Furthermore, these differences continue to increase during the 21st century. The primary factors accounting for these differences are the changes in population and corresponding changes in land use from agricultural to urban use that occur in each socioeconomic scenario. The Expansive Growth scenario represents the greatest increase in population and in conversion of agricultural land to urban and consequently has more water supply system costs in the urban models and the lowest net revenue in the agricultural model as compared to the Current Trends scenario. Conversely,
Slow Growth has lowest increase in population and the smallest conversion of agricultural land to urban, which results in lower water supply system costs in the urban models and greater net revenue in the agricultural model relative to Current Trends.

Figure 3-97. Change in Average Annual Net Benefit in South San Francisco Bay Region from LCPSIM
Figure 3-98. Change in Average Annual Net Benefit in Central Valley Urban Areas from OMWEM

Figure 3-99. Change in Average Annual Net Benefit in Central Valley Agricultural Areas from SWAP
Figure 3-100 through Figure 3-103 show the changes in net economic benefits for scenarios CT-Q5 relative to CT-noCC, EG-Q2 relative to EG-noCC, and SG-Q4 relative to SG-noCC, at the 3 LODs based results from LCPSIM, OMWEM, SBWQM and SWAP. The urban economic models (LCPSIM, OMWEM and SBWQM) show decreases in net economic benefits in CT-Q5 and EG-Q2 due to decreased Delta exports and increased salinity at the Delta pumping locations. OMWEM shows increases in net benefit in SG-Q4 due to increased surface water deliveries in the Central Valley, but LCPSIM has almost no change in benefits because Delta exports in SG-Q4 are almost the same as in SG-noCC. SBWQM shows a net benefit in SG-Q4 relative to SG-noCC because of improved salinity conditions at the Delta exporting locations reduce the salinity costs to the South Bay export regions.

SWAP has similar changes in deliveries as OMWEM, but shows increases in net benefits in all three scenarios because improvements in agricultural production due to climate changes such as increasing CO2 override the negative effects of reduced SWP and CVP deliveries due to reductions in water supplies in CT-Q5 and EG-Q2.
Figure 3-101. Change in Average Annual Net Benefit in Central Valley Urban Areas from OMWEM

Figure 3-102. Change in Average Annual Net Benefit in South San Francisco Bay Region Salinity Costs from SBWQM
Water Temperature  To understand the effects of climate change on river temperatures, the Sacramento (USRWQM) and San Joaquin temperature (SJRWQM) models were simulated for the CT-noCC scenario as well as the CT-Q5, EG-Q2, and SG-Q4 scenarios.

Figure 3-104 through Figure 3-107 show exceedence plots and box plots of daily temperatures from July through September for these four scenarios in the Sacramento River at Keswick and at Jellys Ferry. At both locations the temperatures in SG-Q4 are a modest amount lower than those in CT-noCC, reflecting the effects of increased Shasta cold water pool, and greater flows in the river. Conversely, the temperatures in CT-Q5 are a modest amount higher and the temperatures in EG-Q2 are higher than those in CT-noCC at both locations, also reflecting the changes in the storage and flow levels at each location. The mean July-September temperatures in EG-Q2 are 53.3°F at Keswick and 56.7°F at Jellys Ferry, as compared to 50.7°F at Keswick and 53.7°F at Jellys Ferry in SG-Q4. These reflect a range of about 3 degrees on average between the two most extreme climate conditions and also a difference of about 3 degrees between the two locations indicative of the majority of the spawning and rearing habitat in the upper Sacramento River.
Figure 3-104. Exceedence of Average Daily Water Temperature on Sacramento River at Keswick from July-to-September in each Scenario

Figure 3-105. Box Plot of Average Daily Water Temperature on Sacramento River at Keswick from July-to-September in each Scenario
Figure 3-106. Exceedence of Average Daily Water Temperature on Sacramento River at Jellys Ferry from July-to-September in each Scenario

Figure 3-107. Box Plot of Average Daily Water Temperature on Sacramento River at Jellys Ferry from July-to-September in each Scenario
Figure 3-108 through Figure 3-113 show exceedence plots and box plots of daily temperatures for the same four scenarios in the San Joaquin River at Lost Lake, at Gravelly Ford and at Vernalis locations from August through November. The mean daily temperatures at Lost Lake (just downstream from Millerton Lake) during these months range from 53.5 to 54.9°F across the four scenarios. With respect to CT-noCC scenario, scenarios CT-Q5 and EG-Q2 show reduced temperatures at this location, while SG-Q4 shows a small increase. The lowest temperatures are in the EG-Q2 scenario, with the largest temperatures occurring in the SG-Q4 scenario. The warming under SG-Q4 occurs because Millerton Lake has limited capacity to hold high flows, so when there are higher inflows to Millerton (as occurs frequently in climate scenario Q4) the thermocline in the lake is disturbed as the high flows flush out any cold water stored in the Lake. This causes warm flows to be passed down the river, resulting in warmer temperatures at Lost Lake. Conversely, when there are lower inflows into Millerton (as occurs frequently in climate scenario Q2) the thermocline in the Lake is retained and the water released from Millerton is colder, resulting in cooler temperatures at Lost Lake, as observed in the EG-Q2 scenario.

Figure 3-108. Exceedence of Average Daily Water Temperature on San Joaquin River at Lost Lake from August-to-November in each Scenario
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Figure 3-109. Box Plot of Average Daily Water Temperature on San Joaquin River at Lost Lake from August-to-November in each Scenario

Figure 3-110. Exceedence of Average Daily Water Temperature on San Joaquin River at Gravelly Ford from August-to-November in each Scenario
Figure 3-111. Exceedence of Average Daily Water Temperature on San Joaquin River at Gravelly Ford from August-to-November in each Scenario

Figure 3-112. Exceedence of Average Daily Water Temperature on San Joaquin River at Vernalis from August-to-November in each Scenario
Further downstream on the San Joaquin River at Gravelly Ford, the mean daily temperatures increase significantly under all climate scenarios due to the effects of diversions in this reach of the San Joaquin River and lower elevation. The warming is greatest in Q2 and smallest in Q4, causing an inverting of the temperature results between scenarios at Gravelly Ford as compared to Lost Lake. At Gravelly Ford, the mean daily temperature in these scenarios during these months range from a low of 72.2°F in SG-Q4 to a high of 73.4°F in EG-Q2, with CT-noCC being at 71.9°F.

At Vernalis, the temperature results show warming under all climate scenarios reflecting the effects of all operations in the San Joaquin River system including the tributaries. The mean daily average temperature at Vernalis in the CT-noCC scenario is 66.7°F. For the three climate scenarios, the mean daily temperatures at Vernalis range from 67°F to 68°F, with lowest in the SG-Q4 scenario, and highest in the EG-Q2 scenario.

Hydro-Power and Green House Gases  Figure 3-114 shows the average annual net energy generation for the CVP and SWP systems under the CT_Q5, EG_Q2 and SG_Q4 scenarios based on the results from LT_Gen for the CVP and SWP_Power for the SWP. In all three socioeconomic-climate scenarios, the CVP system has more hydropower generation than energy use while the SWP system has more energy use than hydropower generation. The relative levels of net generation between the three scenarios are consistent with the CVP storage.
and the Banks pumping results for each scenario. SG_Q4 has the highest
storage levels in CVP reservoirs and the greatest amount of Banks pumping and
therefore has the most CVP net generation and SWP net energy use.
Conversely, EG_Q2 has the lowest storage levels in CVP reservoirs and the
lowest amount of Banks pumping and therefore has the least CVP net
generation and SWP net energy use.

Figure 3-115 presents the average annual net GHG emissions for the CVP and
SWP systems under the CT-Q5, EG-Q2 and SG-Q4 scenarios. These results are
consistent with the net generation results for the CVP and SWP in each
scenario. The CVP system has negative net GHG emissions (i.e., potential GHG
offsets) because it has positive net hydropower generation, while the SWP
system has positive net GHG emissions because it has negative net hydropower
generation. In addition, the net GHG emission results are greatest in SG-Q4
where the net generation results are greatest and lowest in EG-Q2 where the net
generation results are lowest.
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Figure 3-115. Average Annual Net GHG Emissions for the CVP and SWP Systems

Alternative CP5 – Climate Change Analysis

Introduction

The CVP IRP CalLite model was developed and applied to simulate a variety of potential water management actions by combining them into thematic portfolios consisting of a several different types of actions. The primary purpose of the modeling was to analyze the effects of uncertainties in future socioeconomic and climatic conditions on the CVP Service Area. To accomplish these objectives efficiently, the CVP IRP CalLite model was designed to be a comprehensive but simplified representation of the CVP, SWP and non-project water management systems. As such the results presented in this report should not be viewed as fully representative of benefits that might be derived from the alternative CP5 examined in this study.

A graphical user interface was developed for CVP IRP CalLite model to allow users to control which options to include in the simulations. By selecting various combinations of actions from a “dashboard” menu of available actions, users can specify the details of the parameters for particular water management actions. Example dashboards are shown in Figure 3-116 through Figure 3-118.
Figure 3-116. Example CalLite Dashboard for Specifying Local Water Management Actions
Figure 3-117. Example CalLite Dashboard for Triggering New Storage or Conveyance Facilities

Figure 3-118. Example CalLite Dashboard for Specifying Storage and Conveyance Facility Assumptions (Isolated Facility shown)
The primary objectives of the alternatives identified in the SLWRI are (1) increase survival of anadromous fish populations in the Sacramento River primarily upstream from the Red Bluff Pumping Plant; and, (2) increase water supplies and water supply reliability for agricultural, municipal and industrial, and environmental purposes to help meet future water demands, with a focus on enlarging Shasta Dam and Reservoir.

The Shasta Dam enlargement alternatives available for simulation in CalLite include dam raises of 6.5-feet (256 thousand acre-feet (TAF)), 12.5-feet (443 TAF), and 18.5-feet (634 TAF).

**Program Core Elements**

The following core elements are included in the CalSim-II SLWRI:

- Enlargement of Shasta Dam and Reservoir, as defined for each SLWRI alternative
- Increased Shasta Reservoir storage identified as a component of the CVP for water supply operation and b2 accounting
- Reserving a portion of the increased storage capacity in Shasta Reservoir to specifically focus on increasing M&I deliveries under CP1, CP2, CP4, and CP5

CalLite representation of SLWRI alternatives excludes Central Valley Project Improvement Act (CVPIA) (b)(2) requirements since the model is currently constructed for D1641 level of requirements.

**Options Available in the Model**

For the purposes of the screening model implementation, three Shasta Lake enlargement alternative dam raises of 6.5-feet (256 TAF), 12.5-feet (443 TAF), and 18.5-feet (634 TAF) are available. Banks capacity options (6,680 cubic feet per second (cfs) and 8,500 cfs) considered in CalSim-II SLWRI studies are not explicitly included in CalLite.

For the CVP IRP, an 18.5-feet raise is assumed for all simulations in which CP5 is implemented.
Schematic Representation

Unlike the additional storage element in CalSim-II representation (S44), schematic representation in the CVP IRP CalLite model includes a single reservoir with increased capacity.

Facility Operations

To ensure proper operation of the enlarged reservoir, storage-area and storage-elevation curves have been modified, and the target storage level has been adjusted by the user-defined increased storage to ensure that the same flood control space is preserved in Shasta Reservoir. Once these modifications are activated, Shasta Reservoir functions as the original reservoir element and enlargement volumes operate as an additional storage component of the CVP.

Trinity import adjustments are also needed to re-balance the Trinity with the increase in Shasta storage.

Integration with SWP/CVP System

The enlarged portion of Shasta Reservoir under CP5 is considered a component of the CVP as Shasta storage and is directly integrated into COA, water supply indices, operational decisions, etc. CalSim-II WSI-DI curves with alternative CP5 were incorporated into the CVP IRP CalLite model.

Under CP5, Shasta Dam would be raised by 18.5 feet, increasing the storage capacity in Shasta Reservoir by approximately 634 TAF. A portion of the increased storage capacity in Shasta Reservoir under CP5 would be reserved to specifically focus on increasing M&I deliveries in dry and critical water years. Operations targeting increased M&I deliveries were based on existing and anticipated future demands, operational priorities, and facilities of the SWP, which provides M&I water to a majority of the State’s population. These operations were simulated by using the reserved storage capacity to provide deliveries for previously unmet SWP demands during dry and critical years. Regardless of Shasta Lake storage condition, a maximum of 75 TAF would be reserved for increasing M&I deliveries in critical years and a maximum of 150 TAF would be reserved for increasing M&I deliveries in dry years. The total annual releases targeting M&I deliveries were limited to the allocation in a given year (from the total storage available under the alternative). However, only about 33 percent of the allocation can be used in the month of June. Following June, only 50 percent of the remaining allocation can be used in the month of July. Following July, the remaining allocation can be used in any month between August and December.

---

2 Water year types are defined according to the Sacramento Valley Index Water Year Hydrologic Classification unless specified otherwise.
If the selected alternative was as a dam raise of 6.5-feet (256 TAF increased storage capacity) or 12.5-feet (443 TAF increased storage capacity), the amount of increased storage capacity reserved for targeting M&I deliveries in dry and critical years would be reduced according to the lesser amount of overall increased storage capacity under each alternative.

User Input and Output Requirements

The user is provided with a check box to turn on/off the SLWRI options. If turned on, the user has three more check boxes representing three enlargement alternatives to choose from. Once the user selects a new size, all the related inputs are activated within the model.

Limitations

Limitations of the SLWRI implementation in the CVP IRP CalLite model include exclusion of CVPIA (b)(2) requirements and possible differences with CalSim-II study due to simplified model schematic.

The CVP IRP CalLite model representation of CP5 varies significantly from the CalSim-II model representation. Rule curve and guide curves are adjusted in CalLite to tune the SLWRI operations in the CalLite simulations to be as similar as possible to the operations observed in CalSim-II model simulations; however due to differences in the baseline assumptions of each of these models and differences in how the model implement assumptions and operations criteria, there will be differences in the results of an alternative between the models.

The sections below describe the results of SLWRI Baseline and alternative CP5. The metrics shown are similar to those that are shown above for the Baseline Analysis. To give an overview of the range of results available from the different socioeconomic-climate scenarios, average annual results from CVP IRP CalLite simulations are shown for all scenarios, while time series and exceedence results from CalLite and all results from the other performance assessment tools are shown for the following three scenarios, selected to reflect the full range of potential futures:

- Current Trends with median temperature change and median precipitation future climate (CT-Q5)
- Expansive Growth with higher temperature change and lower precipitation future climate (EG-Q2)
- Slow Growth with lower temperature change and higher precipitation future climate (SG-Q4)
Alternative CP5 Analysis

The SLWRI analysis was designed to investigate potential improvements in water supply reliability from increasing storage capacity in Shasta Reservoir. This report focuses primarily on the effects of socioeconomic–climate changes on the water supply benefits. It is important to acknowledge that the CVP IRP CalLite model is a simplified representation of the CVP/SWP systems and actual SLWRI project operations are not fully captured in these simulations.

CVP and SWP Project Storage

Figures 3-119 through 3-132 show exceedence plots of reservoir storage over the 21st century in the Baseline and CP5 simulations at the end of May, representing storage available for water supply, and at the end of September, representing carryover storage conditions, in Folsom, Oroville, New Melones, Friant, CVP San Luis, and SWP San Luis reservoirs under scenarios CT_Q5, EG_Q2 and SG_Q4. In Lake Shasta, storage is significantly higher than in the Baseline, reflecting the additional capacity of the enlarged reservoir. With alternative CP5, Oroville and Folsom reservoirs have moderately higher storage levels than in the Baseline conditions reflecting the additional overall increased storage available to meet water demands.

Figure 3-119. Exceedence of Lake Shasta End-of-May Storage with CP5
Figure 3-120. Exceedence of Lake Shasta End-of-September Storage with CP5

Figure 3-121. Exceedence of Folsom Lake End-of-May Storage with CP5
Figure 3-122. Exceedence of Folsom Lake End-of-September Storage with CP5

Figure 3-123. Exceedence of Lake Oroville End-of-May Storage with CP5
Figure 3-124. Exceedance of Lake Oroville End-of-September Storage with CP5

Figure 3-125. Exceedence of SWP San Luis End-of-May Storage with CP5
Figure 3-126. Exceedence of SWP San Luis End-of-September Storage with CP5

Figure 3-127. Exceedence of CVP San Luis End-of-May Storage with CP5
Figure 3-128. Exceedence of CVP San Luis End-of-September Storage with CP5

Figure 3-129. Exceedence of Millerton Lake End-of-May Storage with CP5
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Figure 3-130. Exceedence of Millerton Lake End-of-September Storage with CP5

Figure 3-131. Exceedence of New Melones Lake End-of-May Storage with CP5
Figure 3-132. Exceedence of New Melones Lake End-of-September Storage with CP5

**Delta Exports and Delta Outflow**  Figure 3-133 through Figure 3-138 are the annual exceedence plots of Delta exports from the H.O. Banks and C.W. Jones pumping plants and of Delta outflow under socioeconomic-climate scenarios CT_Q5 central tendency, EG_Q2 (drier) and SG_Q4 (wetter) and the change in annual average flows relative to their associated Baseline conditions at these locations for all 18 socioeconomic-climate scenarios. Alternative CP5 shows increases in exports and reductions in Delta outflow relative to the Baseline conditions. In both scenarios most of the change in exports occurs at the Banks Pumping Plant under the drier Q1 and Q2 climate projections. Total average annual Delta exports increase by 0 to 68 TAF/year under CP5 across the range of all socioeconomic-climate scenarios. Delta outflows are reduced by 15 to 100 TAF/year with CP5 with largest changes corresponding with the drier Q1 and Q2 climate projections.

With CP5, the greatest increases in exports and reductions in Delta outflow occur with the drier climate scenarios (Q1 and Q2) because the lower export levels in the Baseline in these scenarios allow for more incremental pumping under CP5 simulations. Conversely, the smallest increases in exports occur with the wetter climate scenarios (Q3 and Q4) where pumping is already at the maximum in many years in the Baseline, leaving less room for additional exports under CP5.
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Figure 3-133. Annual Exceedence of Banks Pumping with CP5

Figure 3-134. Average Annual Change in Banks Pumping for Portfolio B Relative to the Baseline in each Scenario
Figure 3-135. Annual Exceedence of Jones Pumping with CP5

Figure 3-136. Average Annual Change in Jones Pumping for Portfolio B Relative to the Baseline in each Scenario
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Figure 3-137. Annual Exceedence of Delta Outflow with CP5

Figure 3-138. Average Annual Change in Delta Outflow for Portfolio B Relative to the Baseline in each Scenario
Delta Salinity  Figure 3-139 shows the exceedence plots of average X2 position during the 21\textsuperscript{st} century from February through June under socioeconomic scenarios CT\_Q5, EG\_Q2 and SG\_Q4. Figure 3-140 shows the average X2 position for all 18 socioeconomic-climate scenarios for the months of February through June for Enlarged Shasta. As can be seen on the figures, the changes in X2 position are relatively small, reflecting the small changes in Delta flows resulting from CP5 relative to the Baseline conditions.

Figure 3-139. Exceedence of Average February-to-June X2 Position with CP5
Figure 3-140. Change in Average February-to-June X2 Position for Portfolio B relative to the Baseline in each Scenario

**Supplies and Demands in CVP Divisions**

Figure 3-141 shows the average reduction in unmet demand in the CVP Service Area in the CP5 scenario. This reduction in unmet demand ranges from 5-33 TAF/year across the range of scenarios. Consistent with the changes in Delta exports, the greatest reductions in unmet demand occurs in Q1 and Q2 while the smallest reductions occur in Q3 and Q4.
**Results of Other Performance-Assessment Tools**

**Economics**  Figure 3-142 through Figure 3-145 show the net improvement in net water supply system costs from the urban economic models LCPSIM and OMWEM, the net improvement in avoided cost from the water quality economic model SBWQM and the net improvement in agricultural net revenue from SWAP for the CP5 simulation suite in the CT-Q5, EG-Q2 and SG-Q4 scenarios at the 2025, 2055, and 2085 LODs.
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Figure 3-142. Improvement in Average Annual Urban Net Water Supply System Costs in South Bay Region from LCPSIM with CP5

Figure 3-143. Improvement in Average Annual Urban Net Water Supply System Costs in Central Valley from OMWEM with CP5
Figure 3-144. Improvement in Average Annual Avoided Water Quality Costs in South Bay Region from SBWQM with CP5

Figure 3-145. Improvement in Average Annual Agricultural Net Revenue in Central Valley from SWAP with CP5
The South Bay urban economic model results from LCPSIM show almost no change in economic values in SG-Q4 scenario with CP5. For CP5, there are economic benefits of up to about $4 million per year in the CT-Q5 scenario and somewhat larger economic benefits in of up to about $37 million per year in the EG-Q2 scenario. These benefits result from the reductions in shortage costs due to the increased deliveries to the South Bay region, and are larger in EG-Q2 because the South Bay has very high urban demands and therefore high marginal shortage costs in EG-Q2 due to the increased population in the Expansive Growth socioeconomic scenario.

South Bay region water quality costs reported by SBWQM show a small increase in costs of up to about $2 million/year with CP5 in the CT-Q5 scenario. In each case, this results from a net increase in total salt load due to increased export levels but not enough salinity reduction at the export locations to reduce the overall salt load. By contrast, in both the EG-Q2 and SG-Q4 scenarios the effects of changes in exports and in salinity result in very little change in water quality costs.

The changes in Central Valley agricultural economic model results from SWAP and urban economic results from OMWEM show only small differences with CP5 as compared to the Baseline, reflecting the small changes in CVP and SWP deliveries in the Central Valley with the implementation of CP5. With CP5, the average annual economic changes across the different scenarios and LODs range from no benefit to a benefit of about $6 million per year for SWAP and from no benefit to a benefit of about $17 million per year for OMWEM.

**Water Temperature** Figure 3-146 through 3-149 show exceedence plots and average changes relative to the Baseline of daily temperatures from July through September for CT-Q5, EG-Q2 and SG-Q4 scenarios in the Sacramento River at Keswick and at Jellys Ferry. For alternative CP5, the mean daily temperatures in Sacramento River at Keswick are about 0.2-0.25°F lower than in the Baseline and the temperatures at Jelly’s Ferry are about 0.2 -0.3°F lower than the Baseline. These modest reductions in temperature occur because of the increased storage and available cold water pool in the Shasta Lake. As observed in the baseline cases, the SG-Q4 scenario has the lowest temperatures and the EG-Q2 scenario has the highest temperatures, with CT-Q5 falling between them.
Figure 3-146. Exceedence of Mean Daily Temperature on Sacramento River at Keswick from July to September with CP5

Figure 3-147. Change in Mean Daily Temperature on Sacramento River at Keswick from July to September with CP5
Figure 3-148. Exceedence of Mean Daily Temperature on Sacramento River at Jellys Ferry from July to September with CP5
Figure 3-149. Change in Mean Daily Temperature on Sacramento River at Jellys Ferry from July to September with CP5

Figure 3-150 through Figure 3-155 show exceedence plots and average changes relative to the Baseline of daily temperatures for the same three scenarios in the San Joaquin River at Lost Lake, at Gravelly Ford and at Vernalis from August through November. Under all scenarios with CP5, there are only minimal changes in temperatures at all three San Joaquin River locations relative to the Baseline. Therefore, increased storage in Sacramento River system has negligible impacts on temperatures in the San Joaquin River.
Figure 3-150. Exceedence of Mean Daily Temperature on San Joaquin River at Lost Lake from August to November with CP5

Figure 3-151. Change in Mean Daily Temperature on San Joaquin River at Lost Lake from August to November with CP5
Figure 3-152. Exceedence of Mean Daily Temperature on San Joaquin River at Gravelly Ford from August to November with CP5

Figure 3-153. Change in Mean Daily Temperature on San Joaquin River at Gravelly Ford from August to November with CP5
Figure 3-154. Exceedence of Mean Daily Temperature on San Joaquin River at Vernalis from August to November with CP5

Figure 3-155. Change in Mean Daily Temperature on San Joaquin River at Vernalis from August to November with CP5
Hydropower and GHG Emissions  Figure 3-156 and Figure 3-157 show the changes in net generation and net GHG emissions in the CVP and SWP systems with alternative CP5 relative to the Baseline. There is an increase in net generation of about 50-130 gigawatt hours (GWh)/year and a decrease in net GHG emissions of about 16,000-40,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (mT CO₂e) as a result of increased storage levels in Lake Shasta.

In the SWP system there is a reduction in net generation and an increase in net GHG emissions with CP5, which is caused by the increase in Delta export levels relative to the Baseline. The SWP’s reduction in net generation is about 0-90 GWh/year while the net GHG emissions increase by about 0-16,000 mT CO₂e across the three scenarios.

Figure 3-156. Change in Average Annual Net Energy Generation for the CVP and SWP Systems with CP5
Figure 3-157. Change in Average Annual Net GHG Emissions for the CVP and SWP Systems with CP5
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Chapter 4

Potential to Achieve Anadromous Fish Survival Objective Under Climate Change

This chapter presents an assessment of the potential to achieve the anadromous fish survival objective under climate change. SLWRI alternative CP4 was selected for this assessment as it maximizes survivability of anadromous fish survival. The following sections describe the methodology applied in the assessment of the influence of climate change on fish survival followed by the modeling results. This method applies the same set of 112 climatic projections for climate change described in Chapter 3. However, unlike the previous method, this method adjusts temperature and/or precipitation by the mean shift from one historical 30-year period to a future 30-year period.

Climate change pertains to the entire planet, with regional variations that stem from the combination of regional and global conditions. Reclamation and DWR perform routine assessments on the sensitivity of California’s water resources to climate change. These assessments require a multi-step analysis with significant uncertainty being introduced in each step of the analysis chain. The process for evaluating water resource sensitivities involves the following, general steps:

1. The rate and volume of global GHG emissions is selected from a common set of emissions projections.

2. Complex Global Circulation Models (GCM) use the atmospheric composition of GHG identified in the first step as input, and simulate the resulting patterns of global atmospheric, oceanic and land surface conditions.

3. In a process referred to as downscaling, hydroclimatic outputs from the GCMs (e.g., precipitation) are adjusted from the large spatial scale of GCMs to a spatial scale appropriate for use in hydrologic models.

4. Hydrologic models simulate local conditions (e.g., stream flows, evapotranspiration) that result from the downscaled hydroclimatic parameters.

5. Simulated stream flows from the hydrologic models are used as input to water supply and operations models and fisheries models, which quantify the ability of a particular water resource system to meet performance objectives under the given hydrologic regime (i.e.,
reliability). Results from these models are the basis for assessing the sensitivity of particular water resource systems to changes in climate.

For SLWRI, a similar approach was followed in performing climate change analyses.

Methodology

This report presents only a brief documentation of the methods used for this climate change analysis. The methodologies for developing input hydrologies, retraining CalSim-II Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for flow-salinity responses under sea level rise, and adjusting temperature modeling inputs are the same as those described in the approach to climate change evaluations in the April 2012 Bay Delta Conservation Plan (BDCP) Administrative Draft EIS. Detailed descriptions of these methodologies are included in Appendix 5.A.2 of the BDCP Administrative Draft EIS (ICF, 2012). Detailed descriptions of the CalSim-II, SRWQM, and SALMOD models used for this climate change evaluation are included in Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the Modeling Appendix to this DEIS.

Selection of Emission and Climate Change Scenarios

Climatic Projections

This section discusses emissions and climate change scenarios that were selected for this climate change analysis. Three emission scenarios (A2, A1B and B1) were selected from the four SRES families developed by IPCC. For the three SRES emission scenarios, 112 future climate projections were developed using 16 different GCMs developed by national climate centers all around the world. The 112 climate projections were bias corrected and spatially downscaled to 1/8 degree (~12km) resolution over the contiguous United States through methods described in detail in Wood et al. 2002, Wood et al. 2004, and Maurer 2007. Climatic projections data from GCMs were obtained from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under the World Climate Research Program’s (WCRP) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3).

A multi-model approach was selected for integrating the information from the 112 downscaled climatic projections. In this approach, the group of multi-model, multi-emission scenario projections termed the ensemble was grouped into four quadrants (Q1 through Q4) using values of simulated changes in annual temperature and precipitation compared to an historical reference period for each climatic projection. Each quadrant consisted of a set of climatic projections based of a nearest neighborhood analysis that represent (1) drier, less warming, (2) drier, more warming, (3) wetter, more warming, and (4) wetter, less warming than the ensemble median values.
In addition, a fifth region (Q5) was developed from inner-quartiles (25\textsuperscript{a} to 75\textsuperscript{a} percentile) of the ensemble and represents a central region of climate change. The Q5 scenario is derived from the central tending climate projections and thus favors the consensus of the ensemble which is evaluated in this study. The Q5 scenario was the only scenario applied for this SLWRI climate change analysis.

**Sea Level Rise Scenarios**
Projected sea level rise in the future was computed using empirical models based on the degree of global warming developed by Ramsdorf (2007). This method better reproduces historical sea levels and generally produces larger estimates of sea level rise than those indicated by the IPCC (2007). For the year 2060, the projected sea level rise is approximately 30 cm to 60 cm (12 inches to 24 inches). These sea level rise estimates are also consistent with those outlined in the recent U.S. Army Corps of Engineers guidance circular for incorporating sea-level changes in civil works programs (USACE 2009). The mid-range sea-level rise value of 45 cm for year 2060 is applied in this climate change analysis for the SLWRI.

**Implementation of Climate Variability**
Natural variability in historical observed records were incorporated into the projected climate data using an approach called “quantile mapping.” This technique maps the statistical properties of climate variables from one data subset with the time series of events from a different subset. In this fashion, the approach allows the use of a shorter period to define the climate state, yet maintains the variability of the longer historic record. The quantile mapping approach involves the following steps:

1. Extract a 30-year slice of downscaled climate projections based on the ensemble subset for the quadrant of interest and centered on the year of investigation (i.e., 2025 or 2060)

2. For each calendar month (i.e., January) of the future period, determine the statistical properties (CDF) of temperature and precipitation at each grid cell

3. For each calendar month of the historical period (1971-2000 in this assessment), determine the statistical properties (CDFs) of temperature and precipitation at each grid cell

4. Develop quantile maps between the historic observed CDFs and the future downscaled climate CDFs, such that the entire probability distribution (including means, variance, skew, etc.) at the monthly scale is transformed to reflect the climate scenario.

**Regional Hydrologic Modeling**
The GCM downscaled climate projections (DCP), developed through the process described above, were then used to create modified temperature and
precipitation inputs for the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrology model. The VIC model simulates hydrologic processes on the 1/8 degree scale to produce watershed runoff (and other hydrologic variables) for the major rivers and streams in the Central Valley. The VIC model simulations produce outputs of hydrologic parameters for each 1/8 grid cell and daily and monthly streamflows at key locations in the Sacramento and San Joaquin River watersheds. The changes in “natural” flow at these locations between the observed and climate scenarios are then applied to adjust monthly historical inflows to CalSim-II.

**Hydrology and Systems Operations Modeling**

Systems operations modeling was performed using the SLWRI 2012 Benchmark Version CalSim-II model, with adjusted input parameters as described below. CalSim-II provides information about the CVP and SWP operations, including reservoir storages, river and canal flows, and project deliveries. The CalSim-II model simulates the response of the river-reservoir-conveyance system to the climate change derived hydrologic patterns.

Two scenarios were simulated to evaluate SLWRI project benefits under climate change which are listed below.

1. Future No Action Scenario with climate change (Q5 Climatic Hydrology with 45 cm sea level rise by 2060) (FUT_NA_2060Q5)

2. Future CP4 alternative scenario without climate change (Q5 Climatic Hydrology with 45 cm sea level rise by 2060) (FUT_CP4_2060Q5)

Climate change scenario “Q5” represents the central estimate of future climate change for the 30-year climatological period centered on the analysis year 2060.

Determination of flow-salinity relationships in the Delta is critical to both project and ecosystem management. Operation of the SWP/CVP facilities and management of Delta flows is often dependent on Delta flow needs for salinity standards. Salinity in the Delta for operational decisions in CalSim-II is obtained using ANN that mimics the flow-salinity relationships as simulated in Delta Simulation Model (DSM2). A more detailed description of the use of ANNs in the CalSim-II model is provided in Wilbur and Munévar (2001) (ICF, 2012).

The following is a list of input parameters that were adjusted in CalSim-II to incorporate the effects of climate change for this analysis:

- Inflow time series records for all major and minor streams in the Central Valley from the procedure described above
- Sacramento and San Joaquin Valley water year types adjusted to reflect new runoff patterns
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- Runoff forecasts used for reservoir operation and allocation decisions
- Delta water temperature as used in triggering biological opinion smelt criteria
- Modified ANNs to reflect the flow-salinity response under 45 cm sea level rise by 2060

Reservoir and system operation rules were not modified in an attempt to “optimize” system operations under the revised conditions. Thus, the CalSim-II results represent the risks to operations, water users, and the environment in the absence of dynamic adaptation for climate change.

Reservoir and River Water Temperature Modeling

The SRWQM was applied to simulate water temperatures in the upper Sacramento River system. Detailed information on the SRWQM and on the methodology applied for temporal downsizing of monthly outputs from CalSim-II to daily values for use in temperature modeling can be found in the Modeling Appendix to the DEIS.

For the climate change scenarios, the Sacramento River equilibrium temperatures used in the SRWQM model were adjusted using projected changes in air temperatures with climate change. Temperatures for local tributary creek inflows were not changed.

Fisheries Modeling

The freshwater production potential for the four runs of Chinook salmon (*Oncorhynchus tshawytscha*) that inhabit the Sacramento River was evaluated using the SALMOD model. A complete description of SALMOD is included in both Chapter 11 of the DEIS and in Chapter 5 of the Modeling Appendix to the DEIS.

Method Summary

The overall process for assessing anadromous fish survival under climate change for the SLWRI is summarized in Figure 4-1. Figure 4-1 presents the various sequential steps beginning from identification of emission scenarios to simulation of salmon mortalities using SALMOD model.
Figure 4-1. Schematic of Overall Methodology for Climate Change Assessment
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Hydrology and Operations

Figure 4-2 shows projected inflows into Shasta reservoir based on the central estimate (Q5) of climatic projections. Figure 4-2 indicates a shift in runoff timing with higher inflows in December, January, and February from rainfall and reduced snowmelt runoff between April and June. Under this scenario, annual Shasta Reservoir inflows would increase slightly by 2 percent (98 TAF) due to climate change by 2060. Winter flows are likely to increase in magnitude followed by a decline in snowmelt runoff in spring and summer. This shift in timing of runoffs and reservoir inflows could affect the CVP and SWP system operations.

Figure 4-2. Comparison of Shasta Reservoir Inflows with and Without Climate Change in the Future

Figure 4-3 shows an exceedence plot of end-of-month Shasta storages with and without project under projected future climatic conditions. Shasta storage would remain higher under CP4 than under the future No-Action Alternative in the Q5 climatic scenario. The projected shift in timing of runoffs and reservoir inflows would result in changes in system operations. Higher sea levels in the future could increase salinity intrusions in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta which could trigger more releases from upstream reservoirs to meet water quality objectives in the Delta. Figure 4-4 shows a comparison of average monthly Shasta releases with and without alternative CP4 under the Q5 climatic scenario.
Figure 4-3. End of Month Shasta Storages

Figure 4-4. Sacramento River Flow Below Shasta
Upper Sacramento River Temperature

Changes in future climatic conditions (year 2060-Q5 scenario) could increase upper Sacramento River temperatures by up to 2.2°F on a monthly average basis compared to conditions without any changes in climate. Average monthly river temperatures for CP4 would be up to two degrees colder than under the future No-Action Alternative under future climatic conditions between August and October. The differences between with and without project conditions under climate change diminish with distance downstream from Shasta Dam to Balls Ferry as the system approaches equilibrium conditions, as shown in Figures 4-5 through 4-8. Overall, the temperatures under CP4 would decrease by nearly 0.5°F compared to the future No-Action Alternative under climatic conditions based on long-term monthly average at the Sacramento River locations shown in Figure 4-5 through Figure 4-8. Benefits of CP4 under projected climatic changes on anadromous fish survival are evaluated using the fisheries model SALMOD, described in the following sections.

Figure 4-5. Sacramento River Temperature near Balls Ferry
Figure 4-6. Sacramento River Temperature above Bend Bridge

Figure 4-7. Sacramento River Temperature Below Keswick Dam
Fisheries

The need for improved cold water storage in Shasta Lake was identified early in the SLWRI evaluation, and in both the National Marine Fisheries Service 2009 Biological Opinion (BO) and the 2009 Draft Recovery Plan. Key text from the 2009 BO describing how to benefit Chinook salmon in the upper Sacramento River includes:

- Ensure a sufficient cold water pool to provide suitable temperatures for winter-run spawning between Balls Ferry and Bend Bridge in most years, without sacrificing the potential for cold water management in a subsequent year.

- Ensure suitable spring-run temperature regimes, especially in September and October.

- Need for stable Sacramento River level/stage to increase habitat for optimal spring-run and fall-run redds/egg incubation and minimization of redd dewatering and juvenile stranding.

- Depending on hydrology and air temperature, from May through October, it is necessary to use the cold water
pool in Shasta Reservoir to provide cold water releases to maintain suitable water temperatures for listed anadromous fish below Shasta. Without access to the cold water pool, suitable temperatures for egg incubation are not attainable.

- **Action I.2.2.B** 1) Maintain Keswick releases between 7000 cfs and 3250 cfs to reduce adverse effects on mainstem spring-run and conserve storage for next year’s cold water pool...... 3) Be more conservative in Keswick releases throughout fall and early winter if hydrology is dry, and release more water for other purposes if hydrology becomes wet. For example, release no more than 4,000 cfs if hydrology remains dry.

- **Action I.2.3.** 2) Reclamation shall make releases to maintain a temperature compliance point not in excess of 56 degrees between Balls Ferry and Bend Bridge from April 15 through May 15.

- **Action I.2.4** Reclamation shall manage operations to achieve daily average water temperatures in the Sacramento River between Keswick Dam and Bend Bridge as follows:

  1) Not in excess of 56°F at compliance locations between Balls Ferry and Bend Bridge from May 15 through September 30 for protection of winter-run, and not in excess of 56°F at the same compliance locations between Balls Ferry and Bend Bridge from October 1 through October 31 for protection of mainstem spring run, whenever possible.

Key text from the 2009 Draft Recovery Plan referencing the risks to salmonids from climate change includes:

- **If air temperatures in California rise significantly, it will become increasingly difficult to maintain appropriate water temperatures in order to manage coldwater fisheries, including winter-run Chinook salmon. A reduction in snowmelt and increased evaporation could lead to decreases in reservoir levels and, perhaps more importantly, coldwater pool reserves (California Energy Commission 2003). As a result, water temperatures in rivers supporting anadromous salmonids, including winter-run Chinook salmon, could potentially rise and no longer be able to support over-summering life stages (i.e., winter-run Chinook salmon embryo incubation, fry**
emergence, and juvenile emigration). The California Department of Water Resources suggests that under a warmer climate scenario, water temperature standards in the upper Sacramento River likely could not be maintained.

- Winter-run Chinook salmon are especially vulnerable to climate warming, prolonged drought, and other catastrophic climate events, because they have only one remaining population that spawns in the hottest time of the year.

- **Upper Sacramento River Action 2.6.2.1** Implement a river flow management plan that balances carryover storage needs with instream flow needs for winter-run Chinook salmon based on runoff and storage conditions, including flow fluctuation and ramping criteria (USFWS 2001).

- The embryo incubation life stage of winter-run Chinook salmon is the most sensitive to elevated water temperatures. Preferred water temperatures for Chinook salmon egg incubation and embryo development range from 46°F to 56°F (NMFS 1997). A significant reduction in egg viability occurs at water temperatures above 57.5°F and total mortality may occur at 62°F (NMFS 1997). Additionally, several diseases that can adversely affect developing embryos become more virulent as water temperatures increase. For example, Saprolegnia is a common fungal disease, which spreads rapidly and suffocates developing eggs in a redd. The rate of fungal growth rises exponentially as water temperatures increase from the mid-50s to the low-60s (NMFS 1997). Historically, water temperatures in the middle Sacramento River typically exceeded 60°F from July through September and in drier years may have exceeded 66°F (NMFS 1997). Winter-run Chinook salmon that spawned downstream of the RBDD normally did not produce viable offspring because of lethal water temperatures (Hallock and Fisher 1985). However, with implementation of the TCD [temperature control device] at Shasta Dam in 1997 suitable water temperatures for embryo incubation may extend downstream of Bend Bridge. Currently, river water temperatures just below the RBDD only marginally exceed the incipient lethal level for incubating eggs during June through September, by reaching 57°F to
58°F. These water temperatures are in the range that would typically cause mortality for 10 to 20 percent of eggs (Cramer et al. 2003).

Based on the need to protect listed Chinook salmon in the Sacramento River watershed, an assessment similar to that presented in the DEIS was used to evaluate potential implications of raising Shasta Dam to Chinook salmon production. Using the results from SALMOD, it is clear that climate change will impact Chinook salmon production in the Sacramento River upstream from Red Bluff Pumping Plant (RBPP) by altering flow and water temperatures in a manner that would result in reduced Chinook salmon survival. Implementation of CP4 would result in the ability to increase the cold water storage needed to release cold water and meet the water temperatures at the Bend Bridge compliance point to benefit both spring-run and winter-run Chinook salmon, per the 2009 BO requirement.

Figures 4-9 through 4-12 show the differences in production between the No-Action Alternative with no climate change, the No-Action Alternative with climate change, and CP4 with climate change. For most runs, the greatest differences occur in critical and dry water years. Production under CP4 with climate change is greater than under the No-Action Alternative with climate change. Therefore, under climate change conditions, implementing CP4 would result in an increased likelihood of species preservation, whereas under the No-Action Alternative, most of the races in the Sacramento River would be at risk of extirpation.

Figure 4-9. Winter-Run Chinook Production Under the No-Action Alternative with and without Climate Change and Under CP4 with Climate Change
Figure 4-10. Spring-Run Chinook Production Under the No-Action Alternative with and without Climate Change and Under CP4 with Climate Change

Figure 4-11. Fall-Run Chinook Production Under the No-Action Alternative with and without Climate Change and Under CP4 with Climate Change
Under the No-Action Alternative with climate change, the average annual production for winter-run Chinook salmon is over 3.5 million juveniles reaching the RBPP. However, 6 of the simulated 83 years (all critical water years) have productions under 1 million fish with three of those under 20,000 fish. Implementing CP4 with climate change would result in only 1 year with productions less than 1 million fish. Under the No-Action Alternative with climate change, late fall-run would experience 3 years under 2 million fish, but CP4 would result in production of not less than 2 million fish. Late fall-run Chinook salmon would have the lowest risk of extirpation from climate change. Late fall-run Chinook salmon would benefit from implementation of CP4, but would be less affected by implementation of CP4 as compared with the other runs.

Both spring-run and fall-run would be the most significantly impacted from climate change if alternative CP4 is not implemented. In all but two critical water years, spring-run Chinook salmon populations would likely be extirpated. Under the No-Action Alternative, water years 1931 through 1934 and 1990 to 1992 would have zero fish surviving through the egg life stage. Given that the majority of Chinook salmon return as 3 year olds to spawn, a prolonged drought with unsuitable conditions could wipe out spring-run Chinook salmon in the upper Sacramento River. Under CP4, however, while productions are overall lower in 1931 through 1934 and 1990 through 1992 compared with all the other simulated years, there are juveniles surviving during these drought years and migrating downstream from RBPP, thus giving spring-run Chinook salmon improved chances of returning as adults to spawn in later years.
Fall-run Chinook salmon production follows a similar pattern as that for spring-run Chinook salmon. Under the No-Action Alternative, water years 1931, 1933 and 1934 would have zero eggs surviving, and only just under 8,600 eggs surviving in 1932. Additionally, in 1990, just under 16,000 eggs survived, but 1991 and 1992 had zero eggs surviving. These trends could result in extirpation of naturally spawning fall-run Chinook salmon in the upper Sacramento River, and would be dependent on straying adults to repopulate fall-run Chinook salmon in the upper Sacramento River.

Comparisons of mortalities under the No-Action Alternative and CP4 show that without implementing CP4, climate change has very significant impacts to each of the four runs, particularly at the prespawn and egg life stages.

Under CP4 relative to the No-Action Alternative, winter-, spring-, fall-, and late fall-run Chinook salmon experience a significant decrease in water temperature-related mortality under all water year types, but an insignificant change in flow-related mortality. The increase in mortality resulting from flows (impact) is far less overall than the decrease in mortality from water temperatures and flows (benefit). Therefore, all four runs of Chinook salmon would experience a benefit from alternative CP4 relative to the No-Action Alternative under climate change conditions and the risk of extirpation would be greatly reduced.

Under CP4 relative to the No-Action Alternative, winter-run Chinook salmon would experience a significant decrease in water temperature-related mortality under all water year types, a significant increase in flow-related mortality under dry water year types, and a significant decrease during critical water year types due to climate change. In above-normal year types, spring-run Chinook salmon would experience a significant decrease in flow-related mortality under CP4 relative to the No-Action Alternative with climate change. For fall-run Chinook salmon, mortality resulting from flows increases significantly in critical and dry water years, but increases by much less in below-normal, above-normal and wet water years. Late fall-run Chinook salmon experience a significant decrease in water temperature-related mortality under all water year types, but an insignificant change in flow-related mortality under all water year types under CP4 relative to the No-Action Alternative with climate change.

Although not modeled in SALMOD, increasing water temperatures in the Sacramento River would likely result in more fish spawning in the upper reaches of the river. This could lead to increased competition for spawning and rearing habitat, potentially leading to increased mortality. Therefore, increasing cold water reliability in the upper Sacramento River will improve spawning and rearing conditions, and help minimize any impacts resulting from competition or reduced habitat availability. By increasing the cold water pool in Shasta Lake, CP4 also provides for the potential for adaptive management to accommodate the potential impacts of climate change to fisheries.
Based on the results of SALMOD, without increasing the cold water pool in Shasta Lake, Chinook salmon would suffer extreme losses, likely even extirpation, from climate change. Implementation of CP4 would benefit Chinook salmon by modifying water temperatures in the Sacramento River, potentially preserving the runs, particularly winter-run, spring-run and fall-run Chinook salmon.
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